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The Universe is 
accelerating and 
yet we still really 
have little idea 
what is causing 

this acceleration.  

Is it a 
cosmological 
constant, an 

evolving scalar 
field, evidence of 
modifications of 

General 
Relativity on 

large scales or 
something yet to 
be dreamt up ?

M. Betoule et al.: Joint cosmological analysis of the SNLS and SDSS SNe Ia.

sample �coh
low-z 0.12
SDSS-II 0.11
SNLS 0.08
HST 0.11

Table 9. Values of �coh used in the cosmological fits. Those val-
ues correspond to the weighted mean per survey of the values
shown in Figure 7, except for HST sample for which we use the
average value of all samples. They do not depend on a specific
choice of cosmological model (see the discussion in §5.5).
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Fig. 7. Values of �coh determined for seven subsamples of the
Hubble residuals: low-z z < 0.03 and z > 0.03 (blue), SDSS
z < 0.2 and z > 0.2 (green), SNLS z < 0.5 and z > 0.5 (orange),
and HST (red).

may a↵ect our results including survey-dependent errors in es-
timating the measurement uncertainty, survey dependent errors
in calibration, and a redshift dependent tension in the SALT2
model which might arise because di↵erent redshifts sample dif-
ferent wavelength ranges of the model. In addition, the fit value
of �coh in the first redshift bin depends on the assumed value
of the peculiar velocity dispersion (here 150km · s�1) which is
somewhat uncertain.

We follow the approach of C11 which is to use one value of
�coh per survey. We consider the weighted mean per survey of
the values shown in Figure 7. Those values are listed in Table 9
and are consistent with previous analysis based on the SALT2
method (Conley et al. 2011; Campbell et al. 2013).

6. ⇤CDM constraints from SNe Ia alone

The SN Ia sample presented in this paper covers the redshift
range 0.01 < z < 1.2. This lever-arm is su�cient to provide
a stringent constraint on a single parameter driving the evolu-
tion of the expansion rate. In particular, in a flat universe with
a cosmological constant (hereafter ⇤CDM), SNe Ia alone pro-
vide an accurate measurement of the reduced matter density
⌦m. However, SNe alone can only measure ratios of distances,
which are independent of the value of the Hubble constant today
(H0 = 100h km s�1 Mpc�1). In this section we discuss ⇤CDM
parameter constraints from SNe Ia alone. We also detail the rel-
ative influence of each incremental change relative to the C11
analysis.
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Fig. 8. Top: Hubble diagram of the combined sample. The dis-
tance modulus redshift relation of the best-fit ⇤CDM cosmol-
ogy for a fixed H0 = 70 km s�1 Mpc�1 is shown as the black
line. Bottom: Residuals from the best-fit ⇤CDM cosmology as
a function of redshift. The weighted average of the residuals in
logarithmic redshift bins of width �z/z ⇠ 0.24 are shown as
black dots.

6.1. ⇤CDM fit of the Hubble diagram

Using the distance estimator given in Eq. (4), we fit a ⇤CDM
cosmology to supernovae measurements by minimizing the fol-
lowing function:

�2 = (µ̂ � µ⇤CDM(z;⌦m))†C�1(µ̂ � µ⇤CDM(z;⌦m)) (15)

with C the covariance matrix of µ̂ described in Sect. 5.5 and
µ⇤CDM(z;⌦m) = 5 log10(dL(z;⌦m)/10pc) computed for a fixed
fiducial value of H0 = 70 km s�1 Mpc�1,13 assuming an unper-
turbed Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker geometry, which
is an acceptable approximation (Ben-Dayan et al. 2013). The
free parameters in the fit are ⌦m and the four nuisance param-
eters ↵, �, M1

B and �M from Eq. (4). The Hubble diagram for
the JLA sample and the ⇤CDM fit are shown in Fig. 8. We find
a best fit value for ⌦m of 0.295 ± 0.034. The fit parameters are
given in the first row of Table 10.

For consistency checks, we fit our full sample excluding sys-
tematic uncertainties and we fit subsamples labeled according to
the data included: SDSS+SNLS, lowz+SDSS and lowz+SNLS.
Confidence contours for ⌦m and the nuisance parameters ↵, �
and �M are given in Fig. 9 for the JLA and the lowz+SNLS
sample fits. The correlation between ⌦m and any of the nuisance
parameters is less than 10% for the JLA sample.

The ⇤CDM model is already well constrained by the SNLS
and low-z data thanks to their large redshift lever-arm. However,
the addition of the numerous and well-calibrated SDSS-II data
to the C11 sample is interesting in several respects. Most impor-
tantly, cross-calibrated accurately with the SNLS, the SDSS-II
data provide an alternative low-z anchor to the Hubble diagram,
with better understood systematic uncertainties. This redundant

13 This value is assumed purely for convenience and using another
value would not a↵ect the cosmological fit (beyond changing accord-
ingly the recovered value of M1

B).
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Brief recap on Dark Energy
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Dashed line - radiation and matter 

Solid blue line - Dynamical Dark Energy - Quintessence 

Solid black line - cosmological constant

Evolving energy densities 
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Approaches to Dark Energy:
! A true cosmological constant -- but why this value? 
! Time dependent solutions arising out of evolving 

scalar fields -- Quintessence/K-essence. 
! Modifications of Einstein gravity leading to 

acceleration today. 
! String Landscape. 
! Anthropic arguments. 
! Perhaps GR but Universe is inhomogeneous. 
! Yet to be proposed ...
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Scaling for wide range of i.c.

Fine tuning: 

Mass: Generic issue Fifth force - 
require screening mechanism!

Evolving scalar field - Quintessence: 
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Existence of Yukawa Fifth Force - very tightly constrained.

Adelberger 2009.
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Particle physics inspired models of Dark Energy ? 
Pseudo-Goldstone Bosons -- approx sym φ --> φ + const.  

Leads to naturally small masses, naturally small couplings

Barbieri et al

V (⇥) = �4(1 + cos(⇥/Fa))
Axions could be useful for strong CP problem, dark matter and dark 

energy - see also recent work by D’Amico, Hamil & Kaloper 2016.
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1. Chameleon fields [Khoury and Weltman (2003) …]

Non-minimal coupling of scalar to matter in order to avoid fifth force type 
constraints on Quintessence models: the effective mass of the field 
depends on the local matter density, so it is massive in high density 

regions and light (m~H) in low density regions (cosmological scales). 
2. Vainshtein [Vainshtein 1972]

Scalar fields with non-canonical kinetic terms. Includes models with 
derivative self-couplings which become important in vicinity of 

massive sources.  The strong coupling boosts the kinetic terms so 
after canonical normalisation the coupling of fluctuations to matter is 

weakened -- screening via Vainshtein mechanism
Similar fine tuning to Quintessence -- vital in brane-world modifications of 
gravity, massive gravity, degravitation models, DBI model, Gallileons, ....

3. Symmetron fields [Hinterbichler and Khoury 2010 ...]

vev of scalar field depends on local mass density: vev large in low density 
regions and small in high density regions. Also coupling of scalar to matter 

is prop to vev, so couples with grav strength in low density regions but 
decoupled and screened in high density regions.     

Approaches to screening mechanisms
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Concentrate on a class of models known as Chameleon Fields 
[Khoury and Weltman, PRL 93 171104 (2004)]
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We work in natural units where ~ = c = 1. We use the (�+++) metric signature.

I. THE CHAMELEON FIELD AROUND A SOURCE

In this Section we review the calculation of the chameleon field profile around a static, spherically symmetric source,
first derived in Reference[1]. The chameleon is a scalar field, �, whose behaviour is determined by the following action:
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where we have assumed that the energy scale M is constant. In all scenarios considered in this letter the value of the
field will be such that �/M ⌧ 1. Therefore we are able to Taylor expand the coupling function ⌦ around � = 0 and
only keep the first term in the series that is relevant in the equation of motion leading to Equation (3). Equation (3)
can be interpreted as the chameleon moving in a density-dependent potential:
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The sources for the chameleon field that we study in this work are spherically symmetric and of constant density,
therefore in the chameleon equation of motion the source term is
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Assume energy scale M constant and ϕ/M <<1, allows us to consider  the chameleon moving in a  

density dependent potential.  

Ve↵(�) = V (�) +

✓
�

M

◆
⇢
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 Typical chameleon bare non-linear potential  

with self-interaction strength Λ Varying Mass 
The mass of the chameleon changes with the environment 

Field is governed by an effective potential 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Low density     High density 

Warning: Relies on non-renormalisible operators,  
no protection from quantum corrections 

See also A. Erickcek talk on Wednesday 
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I. THE CHAMELEON FIELD AROUND A SOURCE

In this Section we review the calculation of the chameleon field profile around a static, spherically symmetric source,
first derived in Reference[1]. The chameleon is a scalar field, �, whose behaviour is determined by the following action:
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Where g
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is the space-time metric and R the associated Ricci curvature. V (�) is the chameleon potential and
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) is the matter action. Matter fields,  (m) move on geodesics of the conformally
rescaled metric g̃
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and the function ⌦(�) determines the coupling between the scalar and matter fields.
The scalar equation of motion that results from the action in equation (1) is
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µ⌫) is the energy momentum tensor of the matter fields. For the situations consid-
ered in this article it is su�cient to approximate matter distributions as perfect fluids with density ⇢ and pressure
p. For a static, spherically symmetric configuration sourced by non-relativistic matter the equation of motion (2)
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where we have assumed that the energy scale M is constant. In all scenarios considered in this letter the value of the
field will be such that �/M ⌧ 1. Therefore we are able to Taylor expand the coupling function ⌦ around � = 0 and
only keep the first term in the series that is relevant in the equation of motion leading to Equation (3). Equation (3)
can be interpreted as the chameleon moving in a density-dependent potential:

Ve↵(�) = V (�) +

✓
1
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M
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⇢ . (5)

We specialise to a common choice of the bare chameleon potential, V (�) = ⇤5/�. The minimum of the corresponding
e↵ective potential, and the mass of fluctuations around this minimum are therefore:

�min(⇢) =
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⇤5M

⇢

◆1/2

, (6)

mmin(⇢) =
p
2
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⇢3

⇤5M3
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. (7)

The sources for the chameleon field that we study in this work are spherically symmetric and of constant density,
therefore in the chameleon equation of motion the source term is

⇢(r) = ⇢
A

⇥(R
A

� r) + ⇢bg⇥(r �R
A

) , (8)

coupling constants
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�14Mp < M < Mp

coupling constants
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�14Mp < M < Mp

Ve↵(�) = V (�) +
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◆
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How does this type of potential help with the fifth force constraints?  

The fact it is density (or environment) dependent means that in less dense areas it is light (as 
required for dark energy) and in denser regions it is massive (as required by solar system tests).  

The increased mass makes it harder for the Chameleon field to adjust its value, leads to the 
associated force being screened. 

Chameleon Screening 
The increased mass makes it hard for the chameleon field 

to adjust its value 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The chameleon potential well around sufficiently large 
objects is shallower than for standard light scalar fields 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chameleon 
 
Newtonian 
potential 

5 

The Chameleon potential well around a massive object is shallower than for standard  

light scalar fields - hence the associated force is reduced.   
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The sources we consider for the chameleon field are const density and spherically symmetric.   
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The sources for the chameleon field that we study in this work are spherically symmetric and of constant density,
therefore in the chameleon equation of motion the source term is

⇢(r) = ⇢
A

⇥(R
A

� r) + ⇢bg⇥(r �R
A

) , (8)

⇢A, RA ��density and radius of the source

⇢bg ��density of bgd env surrounding the ball

A Universal Form for the Scalar Potential 
 
 
 
 
 

The parameter λ determines how responsive an object is to 
the chameleon field 

 
When mbgr is small the ratio of the acceleration of a test 

particle due to the chameleon and gravity is: 

6 

There is a universal form for the scalar potential which comes from solving the eom in all the regimes 
and matching across boundaries - suitable for weakly and strongly perturbing objects:  

m2
bg = d2Ve↵/d�

2|�bg

The parameter λ determines how responsive an object is to the chameleon field.

For small mbg r the ratio of the acceleration of a test particle due to chameleon and gravity is 

A Universal Form for the Scalar Potential 
 
 
 
 
 

The parameter λ determines how responsive an object is to 
the chameleon field 

 
When mbgr is small the ratio of the acceleration of a test 

particle due to the chameleon and gravity is: 

6 If λ =1 this could be a big effect ! On cosmological scales though λ << 1 
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And so we begin to think about measuring this effect in Laboratory experiments.  

We see that the chameleon effects are not screened for `small’ objects that do not probe the scalar non-
linearities. This will be the case if λ =1 or:   

Laboratory Experiments 
The  chameleon  effects  are  not  screened  for  ‘small’  objects  
that do not probe the scalar non-linearities. This requires: 

 
 
 

We want an experiment where: 

 ϕbg is large – high quality vacuum 
MA/RA is small – atoms 

 
If the walls of the chamber are thick enough, the interior is 

screened from external chameleon fluctuations 
cf. electrostatic shielding 

 
 

7 

To achieve this we either require an expt with:

�bg is large �� high quality vacuum

MA

RA
<< 1�� atoms

The idea is to use a vacuum chamber with walls thick enough so that the interior can be screened from 
external chameleon field fluctuations
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FIG. 1: Contour plot showing the value of �bg, the chameleon field at the centre of a spherical vacuum chamber,
as a function of ⇤ and M , the two parameters that characterise the field. The chamber has a radius of 10 cm and
contains 10�10 Torr of hydrogen. In the bottom left corner �bg reaches the equilibrium value �eq = (⇤5M/⇢)1/2,
while above the dogleg, �bg is limited by the finite size of the chamber to the lower value (8⇤5L2/⇡2)1/3, which
is independent of M . The attraction between two bodies inside the vacuum depends on the the screening factors
�, given in Eq.(3). Above the dashed line, � = 1 for a caesium atom, and the force is unscreened by the atom.
The dotted line is for a lithium atom. Other atoms that one might use are intermediate between these extremes.

In Fig. 1 we display this enormous area of parame-
ter space that remains available to the chameleon.
The possibility of coupling the chameleon to pho-
tons has also been explored [17, 18], but this does
not provide direct information about either ⇤ or
M . Other terrestrial, astrophysical and cosmolog-
ical tests of gravity do not restrict the parameter
space further, because of systematic uncertainties
and the e�cacy of the screening mechanism.

Consider � in a typical vacuum chamber, with
stainless steel walls a few mm thick, assumed
spherical (for simplicity) with radius L. The
chameleon field rises from near zero at the dense
walls to a high value �bg in the tenuous gas at the
centre. If the chamber is large enough �bg reaches
the equilibrium value �eq, while for small cham-
bers �bg has a lower value of (8⇤5L2/⇡2)1/3 (see
Section 3 of the supplementary material). Figure 1
plots �bg versus ⇤ andM for a 10 cm-radius cham-
ber with 10�10 Torr of residual hydrogen gas pres-
sure - typical of the chambers used in cold atom
experiments. In the bottom left corner of Fig. 1,
�bg ! �eq and so depends on both ⇤ andM , while

�bg elsewhere is independent of M , being limited
by the size of the chamber. It is clear that over a
large region of the available chameleon parameter
space �bg 6= �eq.

Now, let us place a source object A and a test
object B near the middle of the chamber, both be-
ing small compared with the chamber. As shown
in section 2 of the supplementary material, the
force between uniform spheres, due to the com-
bined e↵ect of gravity and the chameleon field, is
[19]

Fr =
GMAMB

r2

"
1 + 2�A�B

✓
MP

M

◆2
#

, (2)

where G is Newton’s constant, MA and MB are
the masses of the two objects, r is the distance
between their centres of mass, and MP = 1/

p
8⇡G

is the reduced Planck mass. The coe�cients �A

and �B indicate how strongly the chameleon field
is screened by each object. These parameters are

2

Are atoms screened ?

The value of ϕbg , the value of the chameleon field at the centre of a spherical vacuum chamber as a 
function of Λ and M.  

Chamber radius 10cm, Pressure 10-10 Torr 

Force unscreened by the atoms above black lines (λ =1) - dashed line for caesium atom and dotted line 
for lithium atoms
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a

R=1 cm

Consider now a source object A and test object B (atom) near 
the middle of the chamber. The force between uniform spheres 

a distance r apart, due to the combined effect of gravity and 
the chameleon field is :
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FIG. 1: Contour plot showing the value of �bg, the chameleon field at the centre of a spherical vacuum chamber,
as a function of ⇤ and M , the two parameters that characterise the field. The chamber has a radius of 10 cm and
contains 10�10 Torr of hydrogen. In the bottom left corner �bg reaches the equilibrium value �eq = (⇤5M/⇢)1/2,
while above the dogleg, �bg is limited by the finite size of the chamber to the lower value (8⇤5L2/⇡2)1/3, which
is independent of M . The attraction between two bodies inside the vacuum depends on the the screening factors
�, given in Eq.(3). Above the dashed line, � = 1 for a caesium atom, and the force is unscreened by the atom.
The dotted line is for a lithium atom. Other atoms that one might use are intermediate between these extremes.
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The possibility of coupling the chameleon to pho-
tons has also been explored [17, 18], but this does
not provide direct information about either ⇤ or
M . Other terrestrial, astrophysical and cosmolog-
ical tests of gravity do not restrict the parameter
space further, because of systematic uncertainties
and the e�cacy of the screening mechanism.

Consider � in a typical vacuum chamber, with
stainless steel walls a few mm thick, assumed
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chameleon field rises from near zero at the dense
walls to a high value �bg in the tenuous gas at the
centre. If the chamber is large enough �bg reaches
the equilibrium value �eq, while for small cham-
bers �bg has a lower value of (8⇤5L2/⇡2)1/3 (see
Section 3 of the supplementary material). Figure 1
plots �bg versus ⇤ andM for a 10 cm-radius cham-
ber with 10�10 Torr of residual hydrogen gas pres-
sure - typical of the chambers used in cold atom
experiments. In the bottom left corner of Fig. 1,
�bg ! �eq and so depends on both ⇤ andM , while

�bg elsewhere is independent of M , being limited
by the size of the chamber. It is clear that over a
large region of the available chameleon parameter
space �bg 6= �eq.

Now, let us place a source object A and a test
object B near the middle of the chamber, both be-
ing small compared with the chamber. As shown
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bined e↵ect of gravity and the chameleon field, is
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as a function of ⇤ and M , the two parameters that characterise the field. The chamber has a radius of 10 cm and
contains 10�10 Torr of hydrogen. In the bottom left corner �bg reaches the equilibrium value �eq = (⇤5M/⇢)1/2,
while above the dogleg, �bg is limited by the finite size of the chamber to the lower value (8⇤5L2/⇡2)1/3, which
is independent of M . The attraction between two bodies inside the vacuum depends on the the screening factors
�, given in Eq.(3). Above the dashed line, � = 1 for a caesium atom, and the force is unscreened by the atom.
The dotted line is for a lithium atom. Other atoms that one might use are intermediate between these extremes.
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ter space that remains available to the chameleon.
The possibility of coupling the chameleon to pho-
tons has also been explored [17, 18], but this does
not provide direct information about either ⇤ or
M . Other terrestrial, astrophysical and cosmolog-
ical tests of gravity do not restrict the parameter
space further, because of systematic uncertainties
and the e�cacy of the screening mechanism.

Consider � in a typical vacuum chamber, with
stainless steel walls a few mm thick, assumed
spherical (for simplicity) with radius L. The
chameleon field rises from near zero at the dense
walls to a high value �bg in the tenuous gas at the
centre. If the chamber is large enough �bg reaches
the equilibrium value �eq, while for small cham-
bers �bg has a lower value of (8⇤5L2/⇡2)1/3 (see
Section 3 of the supplementary material). Figure 1
plots �bg versus ⇤ andM for a 10 cm-radius cham-
ber with 10�10 Torr of residual hydrogen gas pres-
sure - typical of the chambers used in cold atom
experiments. In the bottom left corner of Fig. 1,
�bg ! �eq and so depends on both ⇤ andM , while

�bg elsewhere is independent of M , being limited
by the size of the chamber. It is clear that over a
large region of the available chameleon parameter
space �bg 6= �eq.

Now, let us place a source object A and a test
object B near the middle of the chamber, both be-
ing small compared with the chamber. As shown
in section 2 of the supplementary material, the
force between uniform spheres, due to the com-
bined e↵ect of gravity and the chameleon field, is
[19]

Fr =
GMAMB

r2

"
1 + 2�A�B
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MP

M

◆2
#

, (2)

where G is Newton’s constant, MA and MB are
the masses of the two objects, r is the distance
between their centres of mass, and MP = 1/

p
8⇡G

is the reduced Planck mass. The coe�cients �A

and �B indicate how strongly the chameleon field
is screened by each object. These parameters are

2

given by:

�i =

(
1 ⇢iR2

i < 3M�bg
3M�bg

⇢iR2
i

⇢iR2
i > 3M�bg

, (3)

where ⇢i and Ri are the density and radius re-
spectively of object i. When ⇢iR2

i > 3M�bg,
the field is suppressed inside the body, except
for a thin shell near the surface, and hence the
force is reduced compared with gravity. When
⇢iR2

i < 3M�bg, the field remains essentially un-
suppressed, even at the centre of the body, and
� ! 1. We note that, when �B = 1, the chameleon
force on object B takes the simple form �MB

M
~r�,

allowing us in that case to think of MB
M � as a po-

tential energy for the interaction.
If we suppose that �A = �B = 1, Eq. (2) allows

the chameleon force to be very large in compar-
ison with the gravitational attraction because M
may be far below the Planck mass. However, fifth-
force experiments to date have both �A ⌧ 1 and
�B ⌧ 1, because the objects used are large and
dense, and �bg is small in the high terrestrial back-
ground density. The resulting double suppression
of the force is so strong that the bounds imposed
by experiment are not stringent. Our central point
is that one can achieve �B = 1 using an atom in
high vacuum, where ⇢BR2

B can be small, compared
with M�bg. The acceleration towards a macro-
scopic test mass is then only singly suppressed,
and atom interferometry is easily able to detect
it. By considering the quantity ⇢BR2

B , one finds
that �B for the atom is determined by the nuclear
density and radius, with screening by the electron
cloud being insignificant in comparison. Above the
dashed line in Fig. 1, �B = 1 for a caesium atom.
The dotted line is for lithium atoms.

Atoms in high vacuum have already been used
to measure gravitational forces with high preci-
sion, e.g. [20, 21], but with source masses that are
outside the vacuum chamber. Because of the inter-
vening vacuum wall, the chameleon field within the
chamber is essentially una↵ected by the external
source, in close analogy with Faraday shielding in
electrostatics, as we discuss more fully in Section
4 of the supplementary material. Consequently,
these experiments place no useful constraints on
the chameleon parameters.

By contrast, measurements of the van der Waals
force on individual alkali atoms have used macro-
scopic sources inside the vacuum [22–24]. An
atomic beam was fired tangentially to a 1-inch-
diameter cylinder and the force was deduced from
the deflection of the beam. We show in Section 1
of the supplementary material that this geometry

gives a 1/r chameleon force, rather than the 1/r2

of Eq. (2), but otherwise the formula is very simi-
lar. On modelling the experiment, we find an up-
per limit of 500 g (normalised to the acceleration g
of free fall on earth) on the possible extra acceler-
ation of atoms at the surface of the cylinder due a
chameleon force. This excludes the ⇤�M param-
eter space above the dotted white line a in the top
left corner of Fig. 2. Ref. [25] measured the trans-
mission of sodium atoms flying through the gap
between parallel plates 0.7 � 7µm apart, a struc-
ture for which the scalar field has recently been cal-
culated [26]. The measurement agrees with calcu-
lations that assume only the Casimir-Polder force,
allowing us to exclude the region above line b. A
Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) of trapped atoms
placed 130µm from an atom chip[27] confirmed
the acceleration due to gravity with a 2� uncer-
tainty of 3m/s2. Taking this as the upper limit
on the chameleon force, we obtain the dot-dashed
blue line c. We find that line d marks the region
excluded by measurements of the oscillation fre-
quency of a rubidium BEC trapped 6� 9µm from
a surface, which confirm the Casimir-Polder force
gradient [28]. Line e is the boundary we calcu-
late from the recent vibrational spectroscopy of
neutrons bouncing on a surface [7]. All of these
contours have a sloping region at high values of
M/Mp, where the atom/neutron is unshielded,
and a flat, M -insensitive region where the shield-
ing factor �B falls below unity. In our analysis
of the limits from the neutron experiment, we dif-
fer from Jenke et al.[7] because we take into ac-
count the weakening of the force when �B < 1.
This renders the experiment insensitive to to the
chameleon fields having ⇤ < 4meV. In several of
these experiments, including Ref. [7], the atom
or neutron is trapped in a quantum state hav-
ing uncertain position. This does not alter the
shielding factor �B because the size of the parti-
cle remains well defined even when the centre of
mass position of the particle is uncertain. A par-
ticle stays within a region of size RB for a time
of order RB/v, where v is the velocity of the cor-
responding classical trajectory, this will typically
be v ⇠ 1 cm s�1. For comparison the chameleon
field adapts to the arrival of a particle on the
shorter timescale ⌧ ⇠ 1/mmin(⇢), where mmin is
the mass of the fluctuations about the minimum
of the potential and is given by Eq. (7) of the sup-
plementary materials. Therefore the chameleon
field adapts immediately to the arrival of a par-
ticle which is then screened, or not, as if it were
static. This is discussed further in Section 5 of the
supplementary materials.

3

where

Fifth force experiments to date tend to have λA ≪1 and λB≪1 because the objects are large 
and dense and ϕbg is small in the high terrestrial bgd density. Resulting double suppression of 

the force is so strong, expt bounds are not very stringent.  

However, can achieve λB =1 by using an atom in high vacuum where ρB R2 B << M ϕbg  

Then the acceleration towards a macroscopic test mass is only singly suppressed and atom 
interferometry can easily detect it. 
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Ed Hinds
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Ed Hinds

We can constrain the chameleon with any measurement of interactions between 
atoms and macroscopic objects/surfaces in high vacuum environments 
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Our proposal uses Atom Interferometry of atoms in free fall [Burrage, EC, Hinds 2015]

Ed Hinds

' = (k1 � k2).aT
2

Raman interferometry uses a 
pair of counter-proagating laser 
beams, pulsed on three times, 

to split the atomic wave 
function, imprint a phase 

difference, and recombine the 
wave function. 

The output signal of the 
interferometer is proportional 

to cos2 φ, with

k1,2 ��wavevectors of the 2 beams

T ��time interval between pulses

a��acceleration of the atom
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Sensitivity to acc’n of rubidium atoms due to sphere placed in Chamber radius 10cm, Pressure 10-10 Torr 

Acceleration due to chameleon force outside a sphere of radius RA = 1cm and screening factor λA ≪ 1. 

Λ-M area above solid black line excluded by atom interferometry expt measuring 10-6 g - easy ! 

Above white dashed line excluded with expt measuring 10-9 g - achievable - can reach MP ! 

Systematics:  

Stark effect, Zeeman effect, 
Phase shifts due to scattered 
light, movement of beams - 

negligible at 10-6 g and 
controllable for 10-9 g

 
 

V. 
 
 

 
The spherically symmetric, static equation of motion is 

 
 
 

Chameleon screening relies on a non-linear potential, e.g. 
 

 
 

The Chameleon 

Khoury, Weltman. (2004).  Image credit: Nanosanchez 
 

Scalar field theory with 
non-trivial self 
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Berkley	Experiment
Using	an	existing	set	up	with	an	optical	cavity	

The	cavity	provides	power	enhancement,	spatial	
filtering,	and	a	precise	beam	geometry

23Hamilton	et	al.	(2015)

Slide thanks to Clare Burrage

The experiment was performed in Berkeley within a few months of the proposal
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Hamilton et al 2015, Jaffe et al 2016 -  already increased limits on Chameleons by over two 
orders of magnitude.

boosting sensitivity. With modest improvements, chameleon 
fields at the cosmological energy density will be either 
discovered or completely ruled out. This also will enable study 

of novel quantum phenomena such as the gravitational 
Aharonov-Bohm effect13, and provide even better resolution of 
atom – source mass interaction.

Figure 3 | Constraints on screened scalar fields. A) Chameleon field: The shaded areas in the M-Λ plane are ruled out at the 95% 
confidence level. MPl/M gives the coupling strength to normal matter in relation to gravity; Λ= Λ0≈2.4 meV (indicated by the black 
line) could drive cosmic acceleration today.  A comparison is made to previous experiments: neutron interferometry28 / neutron 
gravity resonance29, microsphere force sensing30, and  torsion balance1,27. B) Chameleon limits in the n-βcham plane with Λ=Λ0, 
showing the narrowing gap in which basic chameleon theories could remain viable. n is the power law index describing the shape 
of the chameleon potential; βcham ≡ MPl/M is the strength of the matter coupling. C) Symmetron fields: Constraints by atom 
interferometry complement those from torsion pendulum experiments11 (shown with μ = 0.1 meV) for the range of μ considered. 
For μ < 10-1.5 meV, the field vanishes entirely inside the vacuum (see Methods), leaving this parameter space unconstrained. The 
same effect produces the sharp cutoff in our limits at low MS.
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Imperial	Experiment
Development	underway	at	the	Centre	for	Cold	Matter,	

Imperial	College	(Group	of	Ed	Hinds)

Experiment	rotated	by	90	degrees	from	the	Berkeley	
experiment,	so	that	no	sensitivity	to	Earth’s	gravity

15

Chameleon experiment being constructed at Imperial College 

Centre for Cold Matter  (Ed Hinds group)

Experiment rotated by 90 degrees from the Berkeley experiment - no 
sensitivity to Earth’s gravity - hope for results in late 2017
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So far just considered spherical sources - are they the best shape? [Burrage et al 2014,2017] 

The non-linear self-interactions mean that the chameleon responds to changes in the shape of the source 
differently to gravity.  

Have looked at ellipsoidal departures from spherical symmetry and obtained the full form of the 
chameleon force, comparing its shape dependence to gravity. 

Find enhancement of the chameleon force by up to 40% when deforming sphere to an ellipsoid of the 
same mass, with compression factor 0.14 

Variation of the Gravitational Force FG

(a) The shape dependence of the gravitational force. This also represents the shape dependence of the un-

screened chameleon force around objects that do not have a thin shell.

Fϕ/FG =0.3056 Fϕ/FG =0.22795

Variation of the Chameleon Force Fϕ

Fϕ/FG =0.22093

(b) The shape dependence of the chameleon force characteristic of objects for which a shell region has developed.

Figure 3: Comparison of the shape dependence of the gravitational and chameleon force. The mass
of the source, represented by the black region, is the same for all plots. From left to right the ellipsoids
have ⇠

0

= 1.01, ⇠
0

= 1.1 and ⇠
0

= 5 in both subfigures. The colours indicate the strength of the
force, with red indicating regions of strongest force and blue indicating regions of weakest force. The
color spectrum across these images has been normalised to the same limits to highlight the chameleons
relative contribution. Increasing the ellipticity of the source can be seen to increase the ratio between
the chameleon and the gravitational interactions. The numbers generated here took values ⇤ = 10�12

[GeV] and M = 0.5MPL.

Due to the nature of prolate spheroidal coordinates, variations in the ellipsoidal structure are most
sensitive at low ⇠, whilst the value of ⇠

0

= 5 is visually almost indistinguishable from a perfect sphere.
Accordingly, we take ⇠

0

= 5 to represent the spherical limit. Figure 3a shows the shape dependence
of both the gravitational force and the chameleon force for a source exhibiting screening, due to the
formation of a core region. It is clear from figure 3 that whilst the shape of the chameleon profile
is the same as the shape of the gravitational profile for each ellipsoid, the ratio of the chameleon

– 10 –

Red-strongest 
force 

Blue - weakest 
force
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Figure 5. Three dimensional display of the optimal source object extracted from the sample pool.
To the left is an external view of the source whereas to the right is a view of a cross section obtained
by slicing the object in half. Colours scale with the z coordinate to aid visualization.

Figure 6. Scalar field profile in the (x, z) plane for the entry leading to the greatest acceleration
in Table 1. As in Figure 2, the field ranges between the source expectation value (black) and the
vacuum expectation value (white). The optimal location for the chameleon force is signified by the
small white star towards the end of the bottom left lobe.

These results strongly suggest that within the screened regime the chameleon accelera-
tion can be increased by objects which minimize at least one of their internal dimensions. In
a di↵erent part of the chameleon parameter space, where the chameleon field can be approx-
imated as massless outside the source object, it has previously been shown [27], by analogy
with electrostatics, that the chameleon induced acceleration is enhanced around flattened
objects. This has been dubbed the ‘lightning rod’ e↵ect. In this work we have shown that
thin shapes still maximise the chameleon acceleration even when the mass of the field cannot

– 12 –

Generalised approach with Legendre Polynomials leads to enhancement by factor of  3 
[Burrage et al, 2017]. 

Raises interesting possibilities for addressing optimal shapes given capability of 3D 
printing and possible use of machine learning to test out best shapes.

Full 3D image Cross section from 
slicing object in half
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Chameleon searches using Asymmetric Parallel Plates  [Burrage,EC,Stevenson 2016] 

4

first is proportional to the di↵erence in the classical ac-
tion evaluated along each path [21, 22], and the second is
imprinted by the interactions with the laser beams used
to manipulate the atoms. Basically, the atoms pick up a
phase proportional to ke↵ for each interaction where ke↵

is the e↵ective wave-number associated with the hyper-
fine splitting transition of the atom. Due to the implicit
form of equation (5) describing the chameleon field be-
tween the plates, one needs to resort to numerical meth-
ods to evaluate these phases. However it is possible to
obtain an analytic estimate for this integral, if the devi-
ation of the particle path from a straight line is small.
In that case we can consider the expansion of the scalar
field to linear order around its central value. Perform-
ing this calculation, the contribution to the atomic phase
di↵erence from the classical action, denoted �A, can be
approximated by

�A ⇡
⇢
1

3
a

2
T

2 +
1

M

(�B � �A)

�
T (12)

where a is the constant chameleon acceleration experi-
enced throughout the asymmetric route, T is the net ex-
posure time and the quantities �B and �A correspond to
the central field values of the right hand and left hand
paths respectively. Assuming that the atoms are kicked
by the lasers just before they enter the plates, to put them
on the correct path, and just after exiting the plates, in
order to recombine them, the net contribution from these
interactions �P is given by:

�P = ke↵aT
2 (13)

Combining (12) and (13), the net phase di↵erence can
be seen to consist of two competing factors: one that
depends on the acceleration (proportional to the gradi-
ent of the chameleon field) and one that depends on the
scalar potential. As illustrated in Figure 2, the central
acceleration can be increased by increasing the density
asymmetry but this is at the expense of decreasing the
central field value. Conversely, the phase di↵erence due
to the scalar potential terms can be increased by allowing
the separation between the two sets of plates to vary. In
moving to a larger plate separation for path B, the field
is able to reach a higher central value.

Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the power of this experi-
ment for two choices of plate separation, and time of flight
of the atoms between the plates. Experimental param-
eters for the vacuum chamber are chosen to correspond
to those used in [7]. Further, we assume that the atomic

beams are composed of Caesium atoms. Moving from
left to right in both of these figures indicates an increase
in exposure time from T = 30ms, to the more optimistic
T = 1.05 s proposed in [23]. A first experiment is antici-
pated to be able to measure accelerations down to 10�6

g, where g is the acceleration due to free-fall at the sur-
face of the Earth. If systematics can be controlled it is
possible that a sensitivity of 10�9 g could be achieved.

 φ(z)

Path A Path B

FIG. 2. The three plate configuration proposed for use in an
atom interferometry experiment. The right most (green) plate
is less dense than the left and central (blue) plates, giving rise
to the chameleon field profile indicated by the red dashed line.

SUMMARY

We have described an asymmetric parallel plate set up
which could be used to search for chameleon dark energy.
The asymmetry of the chameleon field profile increases
for the most weakly coupled chameleons, allowing us to
overcome the di�culties of detecting the force mediated
by such weakly coupled fields. It can be seen from Fig-
ure 3 that this covers most of the remaining chameleon
parameter space, and in particular that the asymmetry
allows us to push further into the weakly coupled (high
M) region of the parameter space. Additionally, such an
experiment would improve constraints at small M and
⇤ which are also hard to reach with current searches.
Combining this with the precision of atom interferom-
etry, which uses unscreened atoms as the test particles
moving in the chameleon field, we have shown that such
a configuration allows us to reach previously unobtain-
able parts of the chameleon parameter space.
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paths. The phase of each state experience different paths and 

recombine to give interference fringes.  
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plates separated by ` = 10�6 m. Values for the interferometry experiment are chosen to be those of the configuration described
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Combined chameleon  constraints [Burrage & Sakstein 2017] 
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Screening mechanisms - Symmetron [Hinterbichler & Khoury 2010]

1
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6 We describe a symmetron model in which the screening of fifth forces arises at the one-loop level
7 through the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking. We show that such a
8 theory can avoid current constraints on the existence of fifth forces but still has the potential to give rise to
9 observable deviations from general relativity, which could be seen in cold atom experiments.
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11 The mystery of dark energy has motivated much study of
12 scalar-tensor theories [1,2]. However, the associated scalar
13 fifth force has not been detected to date, and so either the
14 matter couplingmust be fine-tuned or this fifth forcemust be
15 screened in local environments. This has attracted significant
16 experimental interest, with proposals to test screening
17 models being made across cosmology [3], astrophysics
18 [4], and the fields of cold atoms [5–7] and high-precision
19 optics [8]. In existingmodels, this screening arises at the level
20 of the classical action, and one has to worry about radiative
21 stability [9]. In this Letter, we consider a screening mecha-
22 nism that emerges instead at the one-loop level by virtue of
23 radiative corrections, and we demonstrate that additional
24 loop corrections are subleading. Nevertheless, the behavior
25 of the scalar fifth force is analogous to the symmetronmodel,
26 first introduced in Refs. [10,11].
27 In the original symmetron model, the scalar fifth force is
28 screened from local tests of gravity as a result of tree-level
29 spontaneous symmetry breaking. This theory has the
30 classical potential

~VðφÞ≡ VðφÞ − Lm½g$ ¼ −
1

2
μ2φ2 þ 1

4
λφ4 − Lm½g$; ð1Þ

31 with the scalar field φ coupled universally to matter fields,
32 having Lagrangian density Lm, through the Jordan-frame
33 metric gμν. The latter is related to the Einstein-frame metric
34 ~gμν via the conformal transformation gμν ¼ A2ðφÞ~gμν,
35 where the coupling function AðφÞ is

AðφÞ ¼ 1þ φ2

2M2
þO

!
φ4

M4

"
; ð2Þ

36 and the scale M determines the matter coupling. Earlier
37 work studied a similar model but with different motivation
38 [12,13], and string-inspired models, with similar phenom-
39 enology, have also been proposed [14,15].
40 The classical equation of motion for the symmetron is

□φ ¼ dV
dφ

þ ~T
dA
dφ

; ð3Þ

41where ~T is the trace of the Einstein-frame energy-
42momentum tensor of the local matter fields. When this
43matter is static and nonrelativistic, we can treat it as a
44pressureless perfect fluid. In this case, the classical
45Einstein-frame potential of the symmetron becomes

~VðφÞ ¼ 1

2

!
ρ
M2

− μ2
"
φ2 þ 1

4
λφ4; ð4Þ

46where ρ is the local matter energy density. Whether the
47coefficient of the quadratic term is positive or not and, as a
48result, whether the Z2 symmetry (φ → −φ) is spontane-
49ously broken or not depends on the relative values of ρ=M2

50and μ2. Thus, taking μ2 > 0 and λ > 0, the symmetry is
51spontaneously broken in regions of low density and
52restored when the local density is high enough.
53On a test particle of unit mass, the symmetron field
54mediates a fifth force

~Fsym ¼ ~∇AðφÞ ¼ φ
M2

~∇φ: ð5Þ

55Thus, if the Universe is always sufficiently dense such that
56the Z2 symmetry is everywhere restored, we have φ ¼ 0,
57and the classical symmetron-mediated force vanishes.
58Instead, if the Universe is in the symmetry-broken phase
59today, dense concentrations of matter can be enough to
60restore the symmetry locally.
61Inside a spherically symmetric source of radius R and
62density ρin > μ2M2, the classical potential can be approxi-
63mated around the minimum at φ ¼ 0 as

~VðφÞjφ∼0 ≈
1

2
m2

inφ
2; ð6Þ

64where m2
in ¼ ρin=M2 − μ2 > 0. Outside the source, where

65the background density is ρout < μ2M2, the classical
66potential can be approximated around the true minima as

~VðφÞjφ∼'v ≈
1

2
m2

outðφ ∓ vÞ2; ð7Þ
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61Inside a spherically symmetric source of radius R and
62density ρin > μ2M2, the classical potential can be approxi-
63mated around the minimum at φ ¼ 0 as

~VðφÞjφ∼0 ≈
1

2
m2

inφ
2; ð6Þ

64where m2
in ¼ ρin=M2 − μ2 > 0. Outside the source, where

65the background density is ρout < μ2M2, the classical
66potential can be approximated around the true minima as

~VðφÞjφ∼'v ≈
1

2
m2

outðφ ∓ vÞ2; ð7Þ
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67 where

v≡mout=
ffiffiffi
λ

p
; ð8Þ

68 m2
out ¼ 2ðμ2 − ρout=M2Þ > 0, and we have neglected a

69 constant shift in the potential.
70 In Ref. [11], the symmetry-breaking scale is chosen close
71 to the cosmological density today, i.e., μ2M2 ∼H2

0M
2
Pl,

72 where H0 is the present-day Hubble scale, and the
73 symmetron force in vacuum is required to have approx-
74 imately gravitational strength, i.e., v=M2 ∼ 1=MPl. Here,
75 MPl ≡ ð8πGÞ−1=2 is the reduced Planck mass, where G is
76 Newton’s gravitational constant. Assuming moutr ≪ 1, we
77 can find the general form of the symmetron field around the
78 source,

φðrÞ ¼ $v
minr

8
<

:

sinhminr
coshminR

; 0 < r < R
h
sinhminR
coshminR

þminðr − RÞ
i
; R < r:

ð9Þ

79 When the size of the source is much bigger than the
80 Compton wavelength of the symmetron field in its interior,
81 i.e., minR ≫ 1, symmetry is restored as r → 0, and we are
82 in the screened regime. For r ≫ R, the symmetron-
83 mediated force is then given by

Fsym

FN
¼ 6v2

ρinR2

"
MPl

M

#
2
"
1 −

R
r

#
≪ 1; ð10Þ

84 whereFN is the Newtonian gravitational force. On the other
85 hand, if minR ≪ 1, we do not reach the symmetry restored
86 phase as r → 0 and are instead in the unscreened regime,
87 and (for r ≫ R)

Fsym

FN
¼ 2v2

M2

"
MPl

M

#
2

≈ 2: ð11Þ

88 The symmetron force between test particles in vacuum can
89 have gravitational strength while still evading current
90 bounds from observations on solar-system scales so long
91 as the matter coupling M ≲ 10−4MPl [11,16].
92 The symmetron model described above exhibits sym-
93 metry breaking at tree level in regions of lowmatter density.
94 We now consider a symmetron model in which the
95 symmetry breaking arises radiatively in regions of low
96 matter density via the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism [18].
97 We begin with the following classical action [19]:

S ¼
Z

d4x
ffiffiffiffiffiffi−gp

$
1

2
FðϕÞR − Λþ Lþ Lm

%
; ð12Þ

98 where R is the Ricci scalar, Λ is the bare cosmological
99 constant, which we hereafter neglect, and we work in units

100 of the reduced Planck mass (i.e.,MPl ¼ 1) unless otherwise
101 stated. In order to remain in the regime of validity of the

102Coleman-Weinberg mechanism, the symmetry-breaking
103vacua for the Brans-Dicke-type scalar field ϕðxÞ≡ ϕx
104are induced through a coupling to a massless scalar field
105XðxÞ≡ Xx,

−L ¼ 1

2
ϕ;μϕ;μ þ 1

2
X;μX;μ þ λ

4
ϕ2X2 þ κ

4!
X4; ð13Þ

106where λ; κ > 0. We employ the signature convention
107ð−;þ;þ;þÞ. For technical simplicity in what follows,
108we have set to 0 a quartic self-interaction for the field ϕ.
109Finally, Lm is the matter Lagrangian, and we take a
110nonminimal coupling of the form

FðϕÞ ¼ 1þ ϕ2

M2
; ð14Þ

111motivated by Eq. (2).
112We choose to work in the Jordan frame within an
113effective field theory (EFT) framework, neglecting the
114direct couplings to the standard model (SM) degrees of
115freedom that are generated via graviton exchange. These
116couplings appear in the Einstein frame after the Weyl
117transformation of the matter action and are suppressed
118by at least the ratio of the electroweak scale [which we
119take to be of the order of the Higgs vacuum expectation
120value vh ¼ 246 GeV] to the scale M. In spite of the
121absence of explicit couplings to matter fields in the
122Jordan frame, the geodesic equation still contains terms
123that can be interpreted as a scalar fifth force, reflecting
124the classical equivalence of the Einstein and Jordan
125frames. Moreover, in the small-field regime, φ=M ≪ 1
126(φ≡ hϕi), the canonically normalized Einstein-frame
127field ~φ is equal to the Jordan-frame field φ at leading
128order,

~φ ¼
Z

~φ

0
dφ

$
FðφÞ þ 3

2F
02ðφÞ

F2ðφÞ

%1
2

¼ φ

$
1þO

"
φ2

M2

#%
: ð15Þ

129130Working in the Jordan frame has the advantage that
131we can keep physical scales distinct and more clearly
132identify our approximations. It should be stressed,
133however, that strictly identical results would be
134obtained in the Einstein frame at the same level of
135approximation. The EFT treatment remains predictive
136so long as v=M < 1 and the couplings of the scalar
137sector λ, κ > v2H=M

2.
138In order to derive the one-loop effective potential, we
139make the following simplifying approximations: (i) The
140gravitational sector is treated as a classical source; i.e., we
141neglect classical and quantum gravitational perturbations.
142(ii) We assume a Minkowski space-time background with
143constant field configurations φ≡ hϕi and χ ≡ hXi when
144performing the loop integrals. As such, we neglect non-
145renormalizable operators generated by gravitational inter-
146actions, which is appropriate within the EFT description,
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67 where

v≡mout=
ffiffiffi
λ

p
; ð8Þ

68 m2
out ¼ 2ðμ2 − ρout=M2Þ > 0, and we have neglected a

69 constant shift in the potential.
70 In Ref. [11], the symmetry-breaking scale is chosen close
71 to the cosmological density today, i.e., μ2M2 ∼H2

0M
2
Pl,

72 where H0 is the present-day Hubble scale, and the
73 symmetron force in vacuum is required to have approx-
74 imately gravitational strength, i.e., v=M2 ∼ 1=MPl. Here,
75 MPl ≡ ð8πGÞ−1=2 is the reduced Planck mass, where G is
76 Newton’s gravitational constant. Assuming moutr ≪ 1, we
77 can find the general form of the symmetron field around the
78 source,

φðrÞ ¼ $v
minr

8
<

:

sinhminr
coshminR

; 0 < r < R
h
sinhminR
coshminR

þminðr − RÞ
i
; R < r:

ð9Þ

79 When the size of the source is much bigger than the
80 Compton wavelength of the symmetron field in its interior,
81 i.e., minR ≫ 1, symmetry is restored as r → 0, and we are
82 in the screened regime. For r ≫ R, the symmetron-
83 mediated force is then given by

Fsym

FN
¼ 6v2

ρinR2

"
MPl

M

#
2
"
1 −

R
r

#
≪ 1; ð10Þ

84 whereFN is the Newtonian gravitational force. On the other
85 hand, if minR ≪ 1, we do not reach the symmetry restored
86 phase as r → 0 and are instead in the unscreened regime,
87 and (for r ≫ R)

Fsym

FN
¼ 2v2

M2

"
MPl

M

#
2

≈ 2: ð11Þ

88 The symmetron force between test particles in vacuum can
89 have gravitational strength while still evading current
90 bounds from observations on solar-system scales so long
91 as the matter coupling M ≲ 10−4MPl [11,16].
92 The symmetron model described above exhibits sym-
93 metry breaking at tree level in regions of lowmatter density.
94 We now consider a symmetron model in which the
95 symmetry breaking arises radiatively in regions of low
96 matter density via the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism [18].
97 We begin with the following classical action [19]:

S ¼
Z

d4x
ffiffiffiffiffiffi−gp

$
1

2
FðϕÞR − Λþ Lþ Lm

%
; ð12Þ

98 where R is the Ricci scalar, Λ is the bare cosmological
99 constant, which we hereafter neglect, and we work in units

100 of the reduced Planck mass (i.e.,MPl ¼ 1) unless otherwise
101 stated. In order to remain in the regime of validity of the

102Coleman-Weinberg mechanism, the symmetry-breaking
103vacua for the Brans-Dicke-type scalar field ϕðxÞ≡ ϕx
104are induced through a coupling to a massless scalar field
105XðxÞ≡ Xx,

−L ¼ 1

2
ϕ;μϕ;μ þ 1

2
X;μX;μ þ λ

4
ϕ2X2 þ κ

4!
X4; ð13Þ

106where λ; κ > 0. We employ the signature convention
107ð−;þ;þ;þÞ. For technical simplicity in what follows,
108we have set to 0 a quartic self-interaction for the field ϕ.
109Finally, Lm is the matter Lagrangian, and we take a
110nonminimal coupling of the form

FðϕÞ ¼ 1þ ϕ2

M2
; ð14Þ

111motivated by Eq. (2).
112We choose to work in the Jordan frame within an
113effective field theory (EFT) framework, neglecting the
114direct couplings to the standard model (SM) degrees of
115freedom that are generated via graviton exchange. These
116couplings appear in the Einstein frame after the Weyl
117transformation of the matter action and are suppressed
118by at least the ratio of the electroweak scale [which we
119take to be of the order of the Higgs vacuum expectation
120value vh ¼ 246 GeV] to the scale M. In spite of the
121absence of explicit couplings to matter fields in the
122Jordan frame, the geodesic equation still contains terms
123that can be interpreted as a scalar fifth force, reflecting
124the classical equivalence of the Einstein and Jordan
125frames. Moreover, in the small-field regime, φ=M ≪ 1
126(φ≡ hϕi), the canonically normalized Einstein-frame
127field ~φ is equal to the Jordan-frame field φ at leading
128order,

~φ ¼
Z

~φ

0
dφ

$
FðφÞ þ 3

2F
02ðφÞ

F2ðφÞ

%1
2

¼ φ

$
1þO

"
φ2

M2

#%
: ð15Þ

129130Working in the Jordan frame has the advantage that
131we can keep physical scales distinct and more clearly
132identify our approximations. It should be stressed,
133however, that strictly identical results would be
134obtained in the Einstein frame at the same level of
135approximation. The EFT treatment remains predictive
136so long as v=M < 1 and the couplings of the scalar
137sector λ, κ > v2H=M

2.
138In order to derive the one-loop effective potential, we
139make the following simplifying approximations: (i) The
140gravitational sector is treated as a classical source; i.e., we
141neglect classical and quantum gravitational perturbations.
142(ii) We assume a Minkowski space-time background with
143constant field configurations φ≡ hϕi and χ ≡ hXi when
144performing the loop integrals. As such, we neglect non-
145renormalizable operators generated by gravitational inter-
146actions, which is appropriate within the EFT description,
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67 where

v≡mout=
ffiffiffi
λ

p
; ð8Þ

68 m2
out ¼ 2ðμ2 − ρout=M2Þ > 0, and we have neglected a

69 constant shift in the potential.
70 In Ref. [11], the symmetry-breaking scale is chosen close
71 to the cosmological density today, i.e., μ2M2 ∼H2

0M
2
Pl,

72 where H0 is the present-day Hubble scale, and the
73 symmetron force in vacuum is required to have approx-
74 imately gravitational strength, i.e., v=M2 ∼ 1=MPl. Here,
75 MPl ≡ ð8πGÞ−1=2 is the reduced Planck mass, where G is
76 Newton’s gravitational constant. Assuming moutr ≪ 1, we
77 can find the general form of the symmetron field around the
78 source,

φðrÞ ¼ $v
minr

8
<

:

sinhminr
coshminR

; 0 < r < R
h
sinhminR
coshminR

þminðr − RÞ
i
; R < r:

ð9Þ

79 When the size of the source is much bigger than the
80 Compton wavelength of the symmetron field in its interior,
81 i.e., minR ≫ 1, symmetry is restored as r → 0, and we are
82 in the screened regime. For r ≫ R, the symmetron-
83 mediated force is then given by

Fsym

FN
¼ 6v2

ρinR2

"
MPl

M

#
2
"
1 −

R
r

#
≪ 1; ð10Þ

84 whereFN is the Newtonian gravitational force. On the other
85 hand, if minR ≪ 1, we do not reach the symmetry restored
86 phase as r → 0 and are instead in the unscreened regime,
87 and (for r ≫ R)

Fsym

FN
¼ 2v2

M2

"
MPl

M

#
2

≈ 2: ð11Þ

88 The symmetron force between test particles in vacuum can
89 have gravitational strength while still evading current
90 bounds from observations on solar-system scales so long
91 as the matter coupling M ≲ 10−4MPl [11,16].
92 The symmetron model described above exhibits sym-
93 metry breaking at tree level in regions of lowmatter density.
94 We now consider a symmetron model in which the
95 symmetry breaking arises radiatively in regions of low
96 matter density via the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism [18].
97 We begin with the following classical action [19]:

S ¼
Z

d4x
ffiffiffiffiffiffi−gp

$
1

2
FðϕÞR − Λþ Lþ Lm

%
; ð12Þ

98 where R is the Ricci scalar, Λ is the bare cosmological
99 constant, which we hereafter neglect, and we work in units

100 of the reduced Planck mass (i.e.,MPl ¼ 1) unless otherwise
101 stated. In order to remain in the regime of validity of the

102Coleman-Weinberg mechanism, the symmetry-breaking
103vacua for the Brans-Dicke-type scalar field ϕðxÞ≡ ϕx
104are induced through a coupling to a massless scalar field
105XðxÞ≡ Xx,

−L ¼ 1

2
ϕ;μϕ;μ þ 1

2
X;μX;μ þ λ

4
ϕ2X2 þ κ

4!
X4; ð13Þ

106where λ; κ > 0. We employ the signature convention
107ð−;þ;þ;þÞ. For technical simplicity in what follows,
108we have set to 0 a quartic self-interaction for the field ϕ.
109Finally, Lm is the matter Lagrangian, and we take a
110nonminimal coupling of the form

FðϕÞ ¼ 1þ ϕ2

M2
; ð14Þ

111motivated by Eq. (2).
112We choose to work in the Jordan frame within an
113effective field theory (EFT) framework, neglecting the
114direct couplings to the standard model (SM) degrees of
115freedom that are generated via graviton exchange. These
116couplings appear in the Einstein frame after the Weyl
117transformation of the matter action and are suppressed
118by at least the ratio of the electroweak scale [which we
119take to be of the order of the Higgs vacuum expectation
120value vh ¼ 246 GeV] to the scale M. In spite of the
121absence of explicit couplings to matter fields in the
122Jordan frame, the geodesic equation still contains terms
123that can be interpreted as a scalar fifth force, reflecting
124the classical equivalence of the Einstein and Jordan
125frames. Moreover, in the small-field regime, φ=M ≪ 1
126(φ≡ hϕi), the canonically normalized Einstein-frame
127field ~φ is equal to the Jordan-frame field φ at leading
128order,

~φ ¼
Z

~φ

0
dφ

$
FðφÞ þ 3

2F
02ðφÞ

F2ðφÞ

%1
2

¼ φ

$
1þO

"
φ2

M2

#%
: ð15Þ

129130Working in the Jordan frame has the advantage that
131we can keep physical scales distinct and more clearly
132identify our approximations. It should be stressed,
133however, that strictly identical results would be
134obtained in the Einstein frame at the same level of
135approximation. The EFT treatment remains predictive
136so long as v=M < 1 and the couplings of the scalar
137sector λ, κ > v2H=M

2.
138In order to derive the one-loop effective potential, we
139make the following simplifying approximations: (i) The
140gravitational sector is treated as a classical source; i.e., we
141neglect classical and quantum gravitational perturbations.
142(ii) We assume a Minkowski space-time background with
143constant field configurations φ≡ hϕi and χ ≡ hXi when
144performing the loop integrals. As such, we neglect non-
145renormalizable operators generated by gravitational inter-
146actions, which is appropriate within the EFT description,
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Assuming mout r ≪1  

we find:
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Screened regime: min R ≫ 1 (source much bigger than Compton wavelength of symmetron)  

Symmetry restored as r→0 and for r ≫ R we find

67 where

v≡mout=
ffiffiffi
λ

p
; ð8Þ

68 m2
out ¼ 2ðμ2 − ρout=M2Þ > 0, and we have neglected a

69 constant shift in the potential.
70 In Ref. [11], the symmetry-breaking scale is chosen close
71 to the cosmological density today, i.e., μ2M2 ∼H2

0M
2
Pl,

72 where H0 is the present-day Hubble scale, and the
73 symmetron force in vacuum is required to have approx-
74 imately gravitational strength, i.e., v=M2 ∼ 1=MPl. Here,
75 MPl ≡ ð8πGÞ−1=2 is the reduced Planck mass, where G is
76 Newton’s gravitational constant. Assuming moutr ≪ 1, we
77 can find the general form of the symmetron field around the
78 source,

φðrÞ ¼ $v
minr

8
<

:

sinhminr
coshminR

; 0 < r < R
h
sinhminR
coshminR

þminðr − RÞ
i
; R < r:

ð9Þ

79 When the size of the source is much bigger than the
80 Compton wavelength of the symmetron field in its interior,
81 i.e., minR ≫ 1, symmetry is restored as r → 0, and we are
82 in the screened regime. For r ≫ R, the symmetron-
83 mediated force is then given by

Fsym

FN
¼ 6v2

ρinR2

"
MPl

M

#
2
"
1 −

R
r

#
≪ 1; ð10Þ

84 whereFN is the Newtonian gravitational force. On the other
85 hand, if minR ≪ 1, we do not reach the symmetry restored
86 phase as r → 0 and are instead in the unscreened regime,
87 and (for r ≫ R)

Fsym

FN
¼ 2v2

M2

"
MPl

M

#
2

≈ 2: ð11Þ

88 The symmetron force between test particles in vacuum can
89 have gravitational strength while still evading current
90 bounds from observations on solar-system scales so long
91 as the matter coupling M ≲ 10−4MPl [11,16].
92 The symmetron model described above exhibits sym-
93 metry breaking at tree level in regions of lowmatter density.
94 We now consider a symmetron model in which the
95 symmetry breaking arises radiatively in regions of low
96 matter density via the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism [18].
97 We begin with the following classical action [19]:

S ¼
Z

d4x
ffiffiffiffiffiffi−gp

$
1

2
FðϕÞR − Λþ Lþ Lm

%
; ð12Þ

98 where R is the Ricci scalar, Λ is the bare cosmological
99 constant, which we hereafter neglect, and we work in units

100 of the reduced Planck mass (i.e.,MPl ¼ 1) unless otherwise
101 stated. In order to remain in the regime of validity of the

102Coleman-Weinberg mechanism, the symmetry-breaking
103vacua for the Brans-Dicke-type scalar field ϕðxÞ≡ ϕx
104are induced through a coupling to a massless scalar field
105XðxÞ≡ Xx,

−L ¼ 1

2
ϕ;μϕ;μ þ 1

2
X;μX;μ þ λ

4
ϕ2X2 þ κ

4!
X4; ð13Þ

106where λ; κ > 0. We employ the signature convention
107ð−;þ;þ;þÞ. For technical simplicity in what follows,
108we have set to 0 a quartic self-interaction for the field ϕ.
109Finally, Lm is the matter Lagrangian, and we take a
110nonminimal coupling of the form

FðϕÞ ¼ 1þ ϕ2

M2
; ð14Þ

111motivated by Eq. (2).
112We choose to work in the Jordan frame within an
113effective field theory (EFT) framework, neglecting the
114direct couplings to the standard model (SM) degrees of
115freedom that are generated via graviton exchange. These
116couplings appear in the Einstein frame after the Weyl
117transformation of the matter action and are suppressed
118by at least the ratio of the electroweak scale [which we
119take to be of the order of the Higgs vacuum expectation
120value vh ¼ 246 GeV] to the scale M. In spite of the
121absence of explicit couplings to matter fields in the
122Jordan frame, the geodesic equation still contains terms
123that can be interpreted as a scalar fifth force, reflecting
124the classical equivalence of the Einstein and Jordan
125frames. Moreover, in the small-field regime, φ=M ≪ 1
126(φ≡ hϕi), the canonically normalized Einstein-frame
127field ~φ is equal to the Jordan-frame field φ at leading
128order,

~φ ¼
Z

~φ

0
dφ

$
FðφÞ þ 3

2F
02ðφÞ

F2ðφÞ

%1
2

¼ φ

$
1þO

"
φ2

M2

#%
: ð15Þ

129130Working in the Jordan frame has the advantage that
131we can keep physical scales distinct and more clearly
132identify our approximations. It should be stressed,
133however, that strictly identical results would be
134obtained in the Einstein frame at the same level of
135approximation. The EFT treatment remains predictive
136so long as v=M < 1 and the couplings of the scalar
137sector λ, κ > v2H=M

2.
138In order to derive the one-loop effective potential, we
139make the following simplifying approximations: (i) The
140gravitational sector is treated as a classical source; i.e., we
141neglect classical and quantum gravitational perturbations.
142(ii) We assume a Minkowski space-time background with
143constant field configurations φ≡ hϕi and χ ≡ hXi when
144performing the loop integrals. As such, we neglect non-
145renormalizable operators generated by gravitational inter-
146actions, which is appropriate within the EFT description,
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symmetron force in vacuum  is approx gravitational strength

Unscreened regime: min R ≪ 1 (source smaller than Compton wavelength of symmetron)  

Symmetry not fully restored as r→0 and for r ≫ R we find

67 where

v≡mout=
ffiffiffi
λ

p
; ð8Þ

68 m2
out ¼ 2ðμ2 − ρout=M2Þ > 0, and we have neglected a

69 constant shift in the potential.
70 In Ref. [11], the symmetry-breaking scale is chosen close
71 to the cosmological density today, i.e., μ2M2 ∼H2

0M
2
Pl,

72 where H0 is the present-day Hubble scale, and the
73 symmetron force in vacuum is required to have approx-
74 imately gravitational strength, i.e., v=M2 ∼ 1=MPl. Here,
75 MPl ≡ ð8πGÞ−1=2 is the reduced Planck mass, where G is
76 Newton’s gravitational constant. Assuming moutr ≪ 1, we
77 can find the general form of the symmetron field around the
78 source,

φðrÞ ¼ $v
minr

8
<

:

sinhminr
coshminR

; 0 < r < R
h
sinhminR
coshminR

þminðr − RÞ
i
; R < r:

ð9Þ

79 When the size of the source is much bigger than the
80 Compton wavelength of the symmetron field in its interior,
81 i.e., minR ≫ 1, symmetry is restored as r → 0, and we are
82 in the screened regime. For r ≫ R, the symmetron-
83 mediated force is then given by
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84 whereFN is the Newtonian gravitational force. On the other
85 hand, if minR ≪ 1, we do not reach the symmetry restored
86 phase as r → 0 and are instead in the unscreened regime,
87 and (for r ≫ R)
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¼ 2v2
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"
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≈ 2: ð11Þ

88 The symmetron force between test particles in vacuum can
89 have gravitational strength while still evading current
90 bounds from observations on solar-system scales so long
91 as the matter coupling M ≲ 10−4MPl [11,16].
92 The symmetron model described above exhibits sym-
93 metry breaking at tree level in regions of lowmatter density.
94 We now consider a symmetron model in which the
95 symmetry breaking arises radiatively in regions of low
96 matter density via the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism [18].
97 We begin with the following classical action [19]:

S ¼
Z

d4x
ffiffiffiffiffiffi−gp

$
1

2
FðϕÞR − Λþ Lþ Lm

%
; ð12Þ

98 where R is the Ricci scalar, Λ is the bare cosmological
99 constant, which we hereafter neglect, and we work in units

100 of the reduced Planck mass (i.e.,MPl ¼ 1) unless otherwise
101 stated. In order to remain in the regime of validity of the

102Coleman-Weinberg mechanism, the symmetry-breaking
103vacua for the Brans-Dicke-type scalar field ϕðxÞ≡ ϕx
104are induced through a coupling to a massless scalar field
105XðxÞ≡ Xx,

−L ¼ 1

2
ϕ;μϕ;μ þ 1

2
X;μX;μ þ λ

4
ϕ2X2 þ κ

4!
X4; ð13Þ

106where λ; κ > 0. We employ the signature convention
107ð−;þ;þ;þÞ. For technical simplicity in what follows,
108we have set to 0 a quartic self-interaction for the field ϕ.
109Finally, Lm is the matter Lagrangian, and we take a
110nonminimal coupling of the form

FðϕÞ ¼ 1þ ϕ2

M2
; ð14Þ

111motivated by Eq. (2).
112We choose to work in the Jordan frame within an
113effective field theory (EFT) framework, neglecting the
114direct couplings to the standard model (SM) degrees of
115freedom that are generated via graviton exchange. These
116couplings appear in the Einstein frame after the Weyl
117transformation of the matter action and are suppressed
118by at least the ratio of the electroweak scale [which we
119take to be of the order of the Higgs vacuum expectation
120value vh ¼ 246 GeV] to the scale M. In spite of the
121absence of explicit couplings to matter fields in the
122Jordan frame, the geodesic equation still contains terms
123that can be interpreted as a scalar fifth force, reflecting
124the classical equivalence of the Einstein and Jordan
125frames. Moreover, in the small-field regime, φ=M ≪ 1
126(φ≡ hϕi), the canonically normalized Einstein-frame
127field ~φ is equal to the Jordan-frame field φ at leading
128order,

~φ ¼
Z

~φ

0
dφ

$
FðφÞ þ 3

2F
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F2ðφÞ
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$
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129130Working in the Jordan frame has the advantage that
131we can keep physical scales distinct and more clearly
132identify our approximations. It should be stressed,
133however, that strictly identical results would be
134obtained in the Einstein frame at the same level of
135approximation. The EFT treatment remains predictive
136so long as v=M < 1 and the couplings of the scalar
137sector λ, κ > v2H=M

2.
138In order to derive the one-loop effective potential, we
139make the following simplifying approximations: (i) The
140gravitational sector is treated as a classical source; i.e., we
141neglect classical and quantum gravitational perturbations.
142(ii) We assume a Minkowski space-time background with
143constant field configurations φ≡ hϕi and χ ≡ hXi when
144performing the loop integrals. As such, we neglect non-
145renormalizable operators generated by gravitational inter-
146actions, which is appropriate within the EFT description,
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Note constraints on strength of matter coupling from Lunar ranging is   

M/MPl ≲10-4 ! If this is satisfied then can have gravitational strength  

symmetron force in vacuum between test particles.
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Symmetron constraints [Jaffe et al 2016; Burrage et al 2106, Brax & Davis 2016] 
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Summary
1. Quintessence type approaches to understanding the nature of dark energy and 

the current acceleration of the Universe require light scalars which bring with 
them fifth force constraints that need satisfying. 

2. Need to screen this which leads to models such as axions, chameleons,non-
canonical kinetic terms etc.. -- these have their own issues. 

3. The chameleon mechanism relies on the mass of the scalar field varying with 
the density of the environment. 

4. Atoms are small enough that chameleon field can’t react to it quickly enough 
and they remain unscreened in high vacuum. 

5. Opens up possibility of detecting a force in atom interferometry expts. 

6. Current expts can provide a significant scan of the Λ-M parameter space and 
the Planck scale could be within reach.  

7. The approach is applicable to other scenarios like symmetron and dilaton 
fields. 

8. Amazing thought - the humble atom can constrain the physics of the 
Cosmos. 
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Extra slides in case of emergency
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Brief reminder why the cosmological constant is regarded as a problem?

The CC gravitates in General 
Relativity:

Now:

Just as well because anything much bigger than we have and the 
universe would have looked a lot different to what it does look like. In 

fact structures would not have formed in it.  



⇢theory

vac

⇠⇢bare

vac

+

zero point energies of each particle

contributions from phase transitions in the early universe

35

Estimate what the vacuum energy should be :

+
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zero point energies of each particle

For many fields (i.e. leptons, quarks, gauge fields etc...):

< ⇥> =
1
2

�

fields

gi

⇥ �i

0

⇤
k2 + m2

d3k

(2�)3
�

�

fields

gi�4
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16�2

where gi are the dof of the field (+ for bosons, - for fermions).
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37

contributions from phase transitions in the early universe
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Quantum Gravity cut-off fine tuning to 120 decimal places

SUSY cut-off fine tuning to 60 decimal places
EWK phase transition fine tuning to 56 decimal places

QCD phase transition fine tuning to 44 decimal places
Muon

electron fine tuning to 36 decimal places

Observed value of the effective cosmological 
constant today !
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Screening mechanisms - Symmetron [Hinterbichler & Khoury 2010]
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11 The mystery of dark energy has motivated much study of
12 scalar-tensor theories [1,2]. However, the associated scalar
13 fifth force has not been detected to date, and so either the
14 matter couplingmust be fine-tuned or this fifth forcemust be
15 screened in local environments. This has attracted significant
16 experimental interest, with proposals to test screening
17 models being made across cosmology [3], astrophysics
18 [4], and the fields of cold atoms [5–7] and high-precision
19 optics [8]. In existingmodels, this screening arises at the level
20 of the classical action, and one has to worry about radiative
21 stability [9]. In this Letter, we consider a screening mecha-
22 nism that emerges instead at the one-loop level by virtue of
23 radiative corrections, and we demonstrate that additional
24 loop corrections are subleading. Nevertheless, the behavior
25 of the scalar fifth force is analogous to the symmetronmodel,
26 first introduced in Refs. [10,11].
27 In the original symmetron model, the scalar fifth force is
28 screened from local tests of gravity as a result of tree-level
29 spontaneous symmetry breaking. This theory has the
30 classical potential

~VðφÞ≡ VðφÞ − Lm½g$ ¼ −
1

2
μ2φ2 þ 1

4
λφ4 − Lm½g$; ð1Þ

31 with the scalar field φ coupled universally to matter fields,
32 having Lagrangian density Lm, through the Jordan-frame
33 metric gμν. The latter is related to the Einstein-frame metric
34 ~gμν via the conformal transformation gμν ¼ A2ðφÞ~gμν,
35 where the coupling function AðφÞ is

AðφÞ ¼ 1þ φ2

2M2
þO

!
φ4

M4

"
; ð2Þ

36 and the scale M determines the matter coupling. Earlier
37 work studied a similar model but with different motivation
38 [12,13], and string-inspired models, with similar phenom-
39 enology, have also been proposed [14,15].
40 The classical equation of motion for the symmetron is

□φ ¼ dV
dφ

þ ~T
dA
dφ

; ð3Þ

41where ~T is the trace of the Einstein-frame energy-
42momentum tensor of the local matter fields. When this
43matter is static and nonrelativistic, we can treat it as a
44pressureless perfect fluid. In this case, the classical
45Einstein-frame potential of the symmetron becomes

~VðφÞ ¼ 1

2

!
ρ
M2

− μ2
"
φ2 þ 1

4
λφ4; ð4Þ

46where ρ is the local matter energy density. Whether the
47coefficient of the quadratic term is positive or not and, as a
48result, whether the Z2 symmetry (φ → −φ) is spontane-
49ously broken or not depends on the relative values of ρ=M2

50and μ2. Thus, taking μ2 > 0 and λ > 0, the symmetry is
51spontaneously broken in regions of low density and
52restored when the local density is high enough.
53On a test particle of unit mass, the symmetron field
54mediates a fifth force

~Fsym ¼ ~∇AðφÞ ¼ φ
M2

~∇φ: ð5Þ

55Thus, if the Universe is always sufficiently dense such that
56the Z2 symmetry is everywhere restored, we have φ ¼ 0,
57and the classical symmetron-mediated force vanishes.
58Instead, if the Universe is in the symmetry-broken phase
59today, dense concentrations of matter can be enough to
60restore the symmetry locally.
61Inside a spherically symmetric source of radius R and
62density ρin > μ2M2, the classical potential can be approxi-
63mated around the minimum at φ ¼ 0 as

~VðφÞjφ∼0 ≈
1

2
m2

inφ
2; ð6Þ

64where m2
in ¼ ρin=M2 − μ2 > 0. Outside the source, where

65the background density is ρout < μ2M2, the classical
66potential can be approximated around the true minima as

~VðφÞjφ∼'v ≈
1

2
m2

outðφ ∓ vÞ2; ð7Þ
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Model:

Scalar field conformally coupled to matter through Jordan frame 
metric gµν related to Einstein frame metric ĝµν :

with

Coupling to matter leads to a fifth force
which vanishes as φ → 0

Treating matter fields as a pressure less perfect fluid we obtain the 
classical Einstein frame potential
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46where ρ is the local matter energy density. Whether the
47coefficient of the quadratic term is positive or not and, as a
48result, whether the Z2 symmetry (φ → −φ) is spontane-
49ously broken or not depends on the relative values of ρ=M2

50and μ2. Thus, taking μ2 > 0 and λ > 0, the symmetry is
51spontaneously broken in regions of low density and
52restored when the local density is high enough.
53On a test particle of unit mass, the symmetron field
54mediates a fifth force

~Fsym ¼ ~∇AðφÞ ¼ φ
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55Thus, if the Universe is always sufficiently dense such that
56the Z2 symmetry is everywhere restored, we have φ ¼ 0,
57and the classical symmetron-mediated force vanishes.
58Instead, if the Universe is in the symmetry-broken phase
59today, dense concentrations of matter can be enough to
60restore the symmetry locally.
61Inside a spherically symmetric source of radius R and
62density ρin > μ2M2, the classical potential can be approxi-
63mated around the minimum at φ ¼ 0 as
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64where m2
in ¼ ρin=M2 − μ2 > 0. Outside the source, where

65the background density is ρout < μ2M2, the classical
66potential can be approximated around the true minima as
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67 where

v≡mout=
ffiffiffi
λ

p
; ð8Þ

68 m2
out ¼ 2ðμ2 − ρout=M2Þ > 0, and we have neglected a

69 constant shift in the potential.
70 In Ref. [11], the symmetry-breaking scale is chosen close
71 to the cosmological density today, i.e., μ2M2 ∼H2

0M
2
Pl,

72 where H0 is the present-day Hubble scale, and the
73 symmetron force in vacuum is required to have approx-
74 imately gravitational strength, i.e., v=M2 ∼ 1=MPl. Here,
75 MPl ≡ ð8πGÞ−1=2 is the reduced Planck mass, where G is
76 Newton’s gravitational constant. Assuming moutr ≪ 1, we
77 can find the general form of the symmetron field around the
78 source,

φðrÞ ¼ $v
minr

8
<

:

sinhminr
coshminR

; 0 < r < R
h
sinhminR
coshminR

þminðr − RÞ
i
; R < r:

ð9Þ

79 When the size of the source is much bigger than the
80 Compton wavelength of the symmetron field in its interior,
81 i.e., minR ≫ 1, symmetry is restored as r → 0, and we are
82 in the screened regime. For r ≫ R, the symmetron-
83 mediated force is then given by

Fsym

FN
¼ 6v2

ρinR2

"
MPl

M

#
2
"
1 −

R
r

#
≪ 1; ð10Þ

84 whereFN is the Newtonian gravitational force. On the other
85 hand, if minR ≪ 1, we do not reach the symmetry restored
86 phase as r → 0 and are instead in the unscreened regime,
87 and (for r ≫ R)

Fsym

FN
¼ 2v2

M2

"
MPl

M

#
2

≈ 2: ð11Þ

88 The symmetron force between test particles in vacuum can
89 have gravitational strength while still evading current
90 bounds from observations on solar-system scales so long
91 as the matter coupling M ≲ 10−4MPl [11,16].
92 The symmetron model described above exhibits sym-
93 metry breaking at tree level in regions of lowmatter density.
94 We now consider a symmetron model in which the
95 symmetry breaking arises radiatively in regions of low
96 matter density via the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism [18].
97 We begin with the following classical action [19]:

S ¼
Z

d4x
ffiffiffiffiffiffi−gp

$
1

2
FðϕÞR − Λþ Lþ Lm

%
; ð12Þ

98 where R is the Ricci scalar, Λ is the bare cosmological
99 constant, which we hereafter neglect, and we work in units

100 of the reduced Planck mass (i.e.,MPl ¼ 1) unless otherwise
101 stated. In order to remain in the regime of validity of the

102Coleman-Weinberg mechanism, the symmetry-breaking
103vacua for the Brans-Dicke-type scalar field ϕðxÞ≡ ϕx
104are induced through a coupling to a massless scalar field
105XðxÞ≡ Xx,

−L ¼ 1

2
ϕ;μϕ;μ þ 1

2
X;μX;μ þ λ

4
ϕ2X2 þ κ

4!
X4; ð13Þ

106where λ; κ > 0. We employ the signature convention
107ð−;þ;þ;þÞ. For technical simplicity in what follows,
108we have set to 0 a quartic self-interaction for the field ϕ.
109Finally, Lm is the matter Lagrangian, and we take a
110nonminimal coupling of the form

FðϕÞ ¼ 1þ ϕ2

M2
; ð14Þ

111motivated by Eq. (2).
112We choose to work in the Jordan frame within an
113effective field theory (EFT) framework, neglecting the
114direct couplings to the standard model (SM) degrees of
115freedom that are generated via graviton exchange. These
116couplings appear in the Einstein frame after the Weyl
117transformation of the matter action and are suppressed
118by at least the ratio of the electroweak scale [which we
119take to be of the order of the Higgs vacuum expectation
120value vh ¼ 246 GeV] to the scale M. In spite of the
121absence of explicit couplings to matter fields in the
122Jordan frame, the geodesic equation still contains terms
123that can be interpreted as a scalar fifth force, reflecting
124the classical equivalence of the Einstein and Jordan
125frames. Moreover, in the small-field regime, φ=M ≪ 1
126(φ≡ hϕi), the canonically normalized Einstein-frame
127field ~φ is equal to the Jordan-frame field φ at leading
128order,

~φ ¼
Z

~φ

0
dφ

$
FðφÞ þ 3

2F
02ðφÞ

F2ðφÞ

%1
2

¼ φ

$
1þO

"
φ2

M2

#%
: ð15Þ

129130Working in the Jordan frame has the advantage that
131we can keep physical scales distinct and more clearly
132identify our approximations. It should be stressed,
133however, that strictly identical results would be
134obtained in the Einstein frame at the same level of
135approximation. The EFT treatment remains predictive
136so long as v=M < 1 and the couplings of the scalar
137sector λ, κ > v2H=M

2.
138In order to derive the one-loop effective potential, we
139make the following simplifying approximations: (i) The
140gravitational sector is treated as a classical source; i.e., we
141neglect classical and quantum gravitational perturbations.
142(ii) We assume a Minkowski space-time background with
143constant field configurations φ≡ hϕi and χ ≡ hXi when
144performing the loop integrals. As such, we neglect non-
145renormalizable operators generated by gravitational inter-
146actions, which is appropriate within the EFT description,
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129130Working in the Jordan frame has the advantage that
131we can keep physical scales distinct and more clearly
132identify our approximations. It should be stressed,
133however, that strictly identical results would be
134obtained in the Einstein frame at the same level of
135approximation. The EFT treatment remains predictive
136so long as v=M < 1 and the couplings of the scalar
137sector λ, κ > v2H=M

2.
138In order to derive the one-loop effective potential, we
139make the following simplifying approximations: (i) The
140gravitational sector is treated as a classical source; i.e., we
141neglect classical and quantum gravitational perturbations.
142(ii) We assume a Minkowski space-time background with
143constant field configurations φ≡ hϕi and χ ≡ hXi when
144performing the loop integrals. As such, we neglect non-
145renormalizable operators generated by gravitational inter-
146actions, which is appropriate within the EFT description,
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Assuming mout r ≪1  

we find:
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Screened regime: min R ≫ 1 (source much bigger than Compton wavelength of symmetron)  

Symmetry restored as r→0 and for r ≫ R we find
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68 m2
out ¼ 2ðμ2 − ρout=M2Þ > 0, and we have neglected a

69 constant shift in the potential.
70 In Ref. [11], the symmetry-breaking scale is chosen close
71 to the cosmological density today, i.e., μ2M2 ∼H2

0M
2
Pl,

72 where H0 is the present-day Hubble scale, and the
73 symmetron force in vacuum is required to have approx-
74 imately gravitational strength, i.e., v=M2 ∼ 1=MPl. Here,
75 MPl ≡ ð8πGÞ−1=2 is the reduced Planck mass, where G is
76 Newton’s gravitational constant. Assuming moutr ≪ 1, we
77 can find the general form of the symmetron field around the
78 source,
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79 When the size of the source is much bigger than the
80 Compton wavelength of the symmetron field in its interior,
81 i.e., minR ≫ 1, symmetry is restored as r → 0, and we are
82 in the screened regime. For r ≫ R, the symmetron-
83 mediated force is then given by
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84 whereFN is the Newtonian gravitational force. On the other
85 hand, if minR ≪ 1, we do not reach the symmetry restored
86 phase as r → 0 and are instead in the unscreened regime,
87 and (for r ≫ R)
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88 The symmetron force between test particles in vacuum can
89 have gravitational strength while still evading current
90 bounds from observations on solar-system scales so long
91 as the matter coupling M ≲ 10−4MPl [11,16].
92 The symmetron model described above exhibits sym-
93 metry breaking at tree level in regions of lowmatter density.
94 We now consider a symmetron model in which the
95 symmetry breaking arises radiatively in regions of low
96 matter density via the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism [18].
97 We begin with the following classical action [19]:
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2
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%
; ð12Þ

98 where R is the Ricci scalar, Λ is the bare cosmological
99 constant, which we hereafter neglect, and we work in units

100 of the reduced Planck mass (i.e.,MPl ¼ 1) unless otherwise
101 stated. In order to remain in the regime of validity of the

102Coleman-Weinberg mechanism, the symmetry-breaking
103vacua for the Brans-Dicke-type scalar field ϕðxÞ≡ ϕx
104are induced through a coupling to a massless scalar field
105XðxÞ≡ Xx,
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2
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4
ϕ2X2 þ κ

4!
X4; ð13Þ

106where λ; κ > 0. We employ the signature convention
107ð−;þ;þ;þÞ. For technical simplicity in what follows,
108we have set to 0 a quartic self-interaction for the field ϕ.
109Finally, Lm is the matter Lagrangian, and we take a
110nonminimal coupling of the form

FðϕÞ ¼ 1þ ϕ2

M2
; ð14Þ

111motivated by Eq. (2).
112We choose to work in the Jordan frame within an
113effective field theory (EFT) framework, neglecting the
114direct couplings to the standard model (SM) degrees of
115freedom that are generated via graviton exchange. These
116couplings appear in the Einstein frame after the Weyl
117transformation of the matter action and are suppressed
118by at least the ratio of the electroweak scale [which we
119take to be of the order of the Higgs vacuum expectation
120value vh ¼ 246 GeV] to the scale M. In spite of the
121absence of explicit couplings to matter fields in the
122Jordan frame, the geodesic equation still contains terms
123that can be interpreted as a scalar fifth force, reflecting
124the classical equivalence of the Einstein and Jordan
125frames. Moreover, in the small-field regime, φ=M ≪ 1
126(φ≡ hϕi), the canonically normalized Einstein-frame
127field ~φ is equal to the Jordan-frame field φ at leading
128order,
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129130Working in the Jordan frame has the advantage that
131we can keep physical scales distinct and more clearly
132identify our approximations. It should be stressed,
133however, that strictly identical results would be
134obtained in the Einstein frame at the same level of
135approximation. The EFT treatment remains predictive
136so long as v=M < 1 and the couplings of the scalar
137sector λ, κ > v2H=M

2.
138In order to derive the one-loop effective potential, we
139make the following simplifying approximations: (i) The
140gravitational sector is treated as a classical source; i.e., we
141neglect classical and quantum gravitational perturbations.
142(ii) We assume a Minkowski space-time background with
143constant field configurations φ≡ hϕi and χ ≡ hXi when
144performing the loop integrals. As such, we neglect non-
145renormalizable operators generated by gravitational inter-
146actions, which is appropriate within the EFT description,
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symmetron force in vacuum  is approx gravitational strength

Unscreened regime: min R ≪ 1 (source smaller than Compton wavelength of symmetron)  

Symmetry not fully restored as r→0 and for r ≫ R we find
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68 m2
out ¼ 2ðμ2 − ρout=M2Þ > 0, and we have neglected a

69 constant shift in the potential.
70 In Ref. [11], the symmetry-breaking scale is chosen close
71 to the cosmological density today, i.e., μ2M2 ∼H2
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2
Pl,

72 where H0 is the present-day Hubble scale, and the
73 symmetron force in vacuum is required to have approx-
74 imately gravitational strength, i.e., v=M2 ∼ 1=MPl. Here,
75 MPl ≡ ð8πGÞ−1=2 is the reduced Planck mass, where G is
76 Newton’s gravitational constant. Assuming moutr ≪ 1, we
77 can find the general form of the symmetron field around the
78 source,
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79 When the size of the source is much bigger than the
80 Compton wavelength of the symmetron field in its interior,
81 i.e., minR ≫ 1, symmetry is restored as r → 0, and we are
82 in the screened regime. For r ≫ R, the symmetron-
83 mediated force is then given by
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84 whereFN is the Newtonian gravitational force. On the other
85 hand, if minR ≪ 1, we do not reach the symmetry restored
86 phase as r → 0 and are instead in the unscreened regime,
87 and (for r ≫ R)
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¼ 2v2
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88 The symmetron force between test particles in vacuum can
89 have gravitational strength while still evading current
90 bounds from observations on solar-system scales so long
91 as the matter coupling M ≲ 10−4MPl [11,16].
92 The symmetron model described above exhibits sym-
93 metry breaking at tree level in regions of lowmatter density.
94 We now consider a symmetron model in which the
95 symmetry breaking arises radiatively in regions of low
96 matter density via the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism [18].
97 We begin with the following classical action [19]:

S ¼
Z

d4x
ffiffiffiffiffiffi−gp

$
1

2
FðϕÞR − Λþ Lþ Lm

%
; ð12Þ

98 where R is the Ricci scalar, Λ is the bare cosmological
99 constant, which we hereafter neglect, and we work in units

100 of the reduced Planck mass (i.e.,MPl ¼ 1) unless otherwise
101 stated. In order to remain in the regime of validity of the

102Coleman-Weinberg mechanism, the symmetry-breaking
103vacua for the Brans-Dicke-type scalar field ϕðxÞ≡ ϕx
104are induced through a coupling to a massless scalar field
105XðxÞ≡ Xx,

−L ¼ 1

2
ϕ;μϕ;μ þ 1

2
X;μX;μ þ λ

4
ϕ2X2 þ κ

4!
X4; ð13Þ

106where λ; κ > 0. We employ the signature convention
107ð−;þ;þ;þÞ. For technical simplicity in what follows,
108we have set to 0 a quartic self-interaction for the field ϕ.
109Finally, Lm is the matter Lagrangian, and we take a
110nonminimal coupling of the form

FðϕÞ ¼ 1þ ϕ2

M2
; ð14Þ

111motivated by Eq. (2).
112We choose to work in the Jordan frame within an
113effective field theory (EFT) framework, neglecting the
114direct couplings to the standard model (SM) degrees of
115freedom that are generated via graviton exchange. These
116couplings appear in the Einstein frame after the Weyl
117transformation of the matter action and are suppressed
118by at least the ratio of the electroweak scale [which we
119take to be of the order of the Higgs vacuum expectation
120value vh ¼ 246 GeV] to the scale M. In spite of the
121absence of explicit couplings to matter fields in the
122Jordan frame, the geodesic equation still contains terms
123that can be interpreted as a scalar fifth force, reflecting
124the classical equivalence of the Einstein and Jordan
125frames. Moreover, in the small-field regime, φ=M ≪ 1
126(φ≡ hϕi), the canonically normalized Einstein-frame
127field ~φ is equal to the Jordan-frame field φ at leading
128order,

~φ ¼
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dφ

$
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129130Working in the Jordan frame has the advantage that
131we can keep physical scales distinct and more clearly
132identify our approximations. It should be stressed,
133however, that strictly identical results would be
134obtained in the Einstein frame at the same level of
135approximation. The EFT treatment remains predictive
136so long as v=M < 1 and the couplings of the scalar
137sector λ, κ > v2H=M

2.
138In order to derive the one-loop effective potential, we
139make the following simplifying approximations: (i) The
140gravitational sector is treated as a classical source; i.e., we
141neglect classical and quantum gravitational perturbations.
142(ii) We assume a Minkowski space-time background with
143constant field configurations φ≡ hϕi and χ ≡ hXi when
144performing the loop integrals. As such, we neglect non-
145renormalizable operators generated by gravitational inter-
146actions, which is appropriate within the EFT description,
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when ν/M2 ~1/MPl 

Note constraints on strength of matter coupling from Lunar ranging is   

M/MPl ≲10-4 ! If this is satisfied then can have gravitational strength  

symmetron force in vacuum between test particles.
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The problem of coupling DE and DM directly with scalars

Generate loop corrections to the DE mass.
Consider Yukawa type coupling between 

DE scalar and DM fermion g� ̄ 

Now since it is DE: m� ' H ⇠ 10�33eV

Very light so long range 
attractive 5th force: Pot : �(r) ⇠ g

2
/r

Must be less than grav attraction of 
DM particles by say factor 10

g < m /(10mpl)

Loop correction to DE mass from DM � �
 

 

�m2
� ' g2m2

 < m4
 /(10mpl)

2

Require: �m2
� < H2

0 implying : m < 10�3eV
But then the required light DM isn’t cold - or go for an axion with a 

protected mass or a different coupling between DM and DE

 [D’Amico, Hamil & Kaloper 2016]

This is a classical result. We need to think about the radiative stability.
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Radiatively Stable Symmetron [Burrage, EC, Millington, PRL 2016]

Idea: rather than symmetry breaking at tree level in regions of low density, sym 
breaking arises radiatively in similar regions via CW mechanism.  

Begin with scale invariant model minimally coupled to gravity in Jordan Frame
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68 m2
out ¼ 2ðμ2 − ρout=M2Þ > 0, and we have neglected a

69 constant shift in the potential.
70 In Ref. [11], the symmetry-breaking scale is chosen close
71 to the cosmological density today, i.e., μ2M2 ∼H2
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2
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72 where H0 is the present-day Hubble scale, and the
73 symmetron force in vacuum is required to have approx-
74 imately gravitational strength, i.e., v=M2 ∼ 1=MPl. Here,
75 MPl ≡ ð8πGÞ−1=2 is the reduced Planck mass, where G is
76 Newton’s gravitational constant. Assuming moutr ≪ 1, we
77 can find the general form of the symmetron field around the
78 source,
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79 When the size of the source is much bigger than the
80 Compton wavelength of the symmetron field in its interior,
81 i.e., minR ≫ 1, symmetry is restored as r → 0, and we are
82 in the screened regime. For r ≫ R, the symmetron-
83 mediated force is then given by
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84 whereFN is the Newtonian gravitational force. On the other
85 hand, if minR ≪ 1, we do not reach the symmetry restored
86 phase as r → 0 and are instead in the unscreened regime,
87 and (for r ≫ R)
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¼ 2v2
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88 The symmetron force between test particles in vacuum can
89 have gravitational strength while still evading current
90 bounds from observations on solar-system scales so long
91 as the matter coupling M ≲ 10−4MPl [11,16].
92 The symmetron model described above exhibits sym-
93 metry breaking at tree level in regions of lowmatter density.
94 We now consider a symmetron model in which the
95 symmetry breaking arises radiatively in regions of low
96 matter density via the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism [18].
97 We begin with the following classical action [19]:

S ¼
Z

d4x
ffiffiffiffiffiffi−gp

$
1

2
FðϕÞR − Λþ Lþ Lm
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98 where R is the Ricci scalar, Λ is the bare cosmological
99 constant, which we hereafter neglect, and we work in units

100 of the reduced Planck mass (i.e.,MPl ¼ 1) unless otherwise
101 stated. In order to remain in the regime of validity of the

102Coleman-Weinberg mechanism, the symmetry-breaking
103vacua for the Brans-Dicke-type scalar field ϕðxÞ≡ ϕx
104are induced through a coupling to a massless scalar field
105XðxÞ≡ Xx,

−L ¼ 1

2
ϕ;μϕ;μ þ 1

2
X;μX;μ þ λ

4
ϕ2X2 þ κ

4!
X4; ð13Þ

106where λ; κ > 0. We employ the signature convention
107ð−;þ;þ;þÞ. For technical simplicity in what follows,
108we have set to 0 a quartic self-interaction for the field ϕ.
109Finally, Lm is the matter Lagrangian, and we take a
110nonminimal coupling of the form

FðϕÞ ¼ 1þ ϕ2

M2
; ð14Þ

111motivated by Eq. (2).
112We choose to work in the Jordan frame within an
113effective field theory (EFT) framework, neglecting the
114direct couplings to the standard model (SM) degrees of
115freedom that are generated via graviton exchange. These
116couplings appear in the Einstein frame after the Weyl
117transformation of the matter action and are suppressed
118by at least the ratio of the electroweak scale [which we
119take to be of the order of the Higgs vacuum expectation
120value vh ¼ 246 GeV] to the scale M. In spite of the
121absence of explicit couplings to matter fields in the
122Jordan frame, the geodesic equation still contains terms
123that can be interpreted as a scalar fifth force, reflecting
124the classical equivalence of the Einstein and Jordan
125frames. Moreover, in the small-field regime, φ=M ≪ 1
126(φ≡ hϕi), the canonically normalized Einstein-frame
127field ~φ is equal to the Jordan-frame field φ at leading
128order,

~φ ¼
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129130Working in the Jordan frame has the advantage that
131we can keep physical scales distinct and more clearly
132identify our approximations. It should be stressed,
133however, that strictly identical results would be
134obtained in the Einstein frame at the same level of
135approximation. The EFT treatment remains predictive
136so long as v=M < 1 and the couplings of the scalar
137sector λ, κ > v2H=M

2.
138In order to derive the one-loop effective potential, we
139make the following simplifying approximations: (i) The
140gravitational sector is treated as a classical source; i.e., we
141neglect classical and quantum gravitational perturbations.
142(ii) We assume a Minkowski space-time background with
143constant field configurations φ≡ hϕi and χ ≡ hXi when
144performing the loop integrals. As such, we neglect non-
145renormalizable operators generated by gravitational inter-
146actions, which is appropriate within the EFT description,
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68 m2
out ¼ 2ðμ2 − ρout=M2Þ > 0, and we have neglected a

69 constant shift in the potential.
70 In Ref. [11], the symmetry-breaking scale is chosen close
71 to the cosmological density today, i.e., μ2M2 ∼H2
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2
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72 where H0 is the present-day Hubble scale, and the
73 symmetron force in vacuum is required to have approx-
74 imately gravitational strength, i.e., v=M2 ∼ 1=MPl. Here,
75 MPl ≡ ð8πGÞ−1=2 is the reduced Planck mass, where G is
76 Newton’s gravitational constant. Assuming moutr ≪ 1, we
77 can find the general form of the symmetron field around the
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79 When the size of the source is much bigger than the
80 Compton wavelength of the symmetron field in its interior,
81 i.e., minR ≫ 1, symmetry is restored as r → 0, and we are
82 in the screened regime. For r ≫ R, the symmetron-
83 mediated force is then given by
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84 whereFN is the Newtonian gravitational force. On the other
85 hand, if minR ≪ 1, we do not reach the symmetry restored
86 phase as r → 0 and are instead in the unscreened regime,
87 and (for r ≫ R)
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88 The symmetron force between test particles in vacuum can
89 have gravitational strength while still evading current
90 bounds from observations on solar-system scales so long
91 as the matter coupling M ≲ 10−4MPl [11,16].
92 The symmetron model described above exhibits sym-
93 metry breaking at tree level in regions of lowmatter density.
94 We now consider a symmetron model in which the
95 symmetry breaking arises radiatively in regions of low
96 matter density via the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism [18].
97 We begin with the following classical action [19]:
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98 where R is the Ricci scalar, Λ is the bare cosmological
99 constant, which we hereafter neglect, and we work in units

100 of the reduced Planck mass (i.e.,MPl ¼ 1) unless otherwise
101 stated. In order to remain in the regime of validity of the

102Coleman-Weinberg mechanism, the symmetry-breaking
103vacua for the Brans-Dicke-type scalar field ϕðxÞ≡ ϕx
104are induced through a coupling to a massless scalar field
105XðxÞ≡ Xx,
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106where λ; κ > 0. We employ the signature convention
107ð−;þ;þ;þÞ. For technical simplicity in what follows,
108we have set to 0 a quartic self-interaction for the field ϕ.
109Finally, Lm is the matter Lagrangian, and we take a
110nonminimal coupling of the form

FðϕÞ ¼ 1þ ϕ2

M2
; ð14Þ

111motivated by Eq. (2).
112We choose to work in the Jordan frame within an
113effective field theory (EFT) framework, neglecting the
114direct couplings to the standard model (SM) degrees of
115freedom that are generated via graviton exchange. These
116couplings appear in the Einstein frame after the Weyl
117transformation of the matter action and are suppressed
118by at least the ratio of the electroweak scale [which we
119take to be of the order of the Higgs vacuum expectation
120value vh ¼ 246 GeV] to the scale M. In spite of the
121absence of explicit couplings to matter fields in the
122Jordan frame, the geodesic equation still contains terms
123that can be interpreted as a scalar fifth force, reflecting
124the classical equivalence of the Einstein and Jordan
125frames. Moreover, in the small-field regime, φ=M ≪ 1
126(φ≡ hϕi), the canonically normalized Einstein-frame
127field ~φ is equal to the Jordan-frame field φ at leading
128order,
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129130Working in the Jordan frame has the advantage that
131we can keep physical scales distinct and more clearly
132identify our approximations. It should be stressed,
133however, that strictly identical results would be
134obtained in the Einstein frame at the same level of
135approximation. The EFT treatment remains predictive
136so long as v=M < 1 and the couplings of the scalar
137sector λ, κ > v2H=M

2.
138In order to derive the one-loop effective potential, we
139make the following simplifying approximations: (i) The
140gravitational sector is treated as a classical source; i.e., we
141neglect classical and quantum gravitational perturbations.
142(ii) We assume a Minkowski space-time background with
143constant field configurations φ≡ hϕi and χ ≡ hXi when
144performing the loop integrals. As such, we neglect non-
145renormalizable operators generated by gravitational inter-
146actions, which is appropriate within the EFT description,
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69 constant shift in the potential.
70 In Ref. [11], the symmetry-breaking scale is chosen close
71 to the cosmological density today, i.e., μ2M2 ∼H2
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72 where H0 is the present-day Hubble scale, and the
73 symmetron force in vacuum is required to have approx-
74 imately gravitational strength, i.e., v=M2 ∼ 1=MPl. Here,
75 MPl ≡ ð8πGÞ−1=2 is the reduced Planck mass, where G is
76 Newton’s gravitational constant. Assuming moutr ≪ 1, we
77 can find the general form of the symmetron field around the
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79 When the size of the source is much bigger than the
80 Compton wavelength of the symmetron field in its interior,
81 i.e., minR ≫ 1, symmetry is restored as r → 0, and we are
82 in the screened regime. For r ≫ R, the symmetron-
83 mediated force is then given by
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84 whereFN is the Newtonian gravitational force. On the other
85 hand, if minR ≪ 1, we do not reach the symmetry restored
86 phase as r → 0 and are instead in the unscreened regime,
87 and (for r ≫ R)
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88 The symmetron force between test particles in vacuum can
89 have gravitational strength while still evading current
90 bounds from observations on solar-system scales so long
91 as the matter coupling M ≲ 10−4MPl [11,16].
92 The symmetron model described above exhibits sym-
93 metry breaking at tree level in regions of lowmatter density.
94 We now consider a symmetron model in which the
95 symmetry breaking arises radiatively in regions of low
96 matter density via the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism [18].
97 We begin with the following classical action [19]:
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98 where R is the Ricci scalar, Λ is the bare cosmological
99 constant, which we hereafter neglect, and we work in units

100 of the reduced Planck mass (i.e.,MPl ¼ 1) unless otherwise
101 stated. In order to remain in the regime of validity of the

102Coleman-Weinberg mechanism, the symmetry-breaking
103vacua for the Brans-Dicke-type scalar field ϕðxÞ≡ ϕx
104are induced through a coupling to a massless scalar field
105XðxÞ≡ Xx,

−L ¼ 1

2
ϕ;μϕ;μ þ 1

2
X;μX;μ þ λ

4
ϕ2X2 þ κ

4!
X4; ð13Þ

106where λ; κ > 0. We employ the signature convention
107ð−;þ;þ;þÞ. For technical simplicity in what follows,
108we have set to 0 a quartic self-interaction for the field ϕ.
109Finally, Lm is the matter Lagrangian, and we take a
110nonminimal coupling of the form

FðϕÞ ¼ 1þ ϕ2

M2
; ð14Þ

111motivated by Eq. (2).
112We choose to work in the Jordan frame within an
113effective field theory (EFT) framework, neglecting the
114direct couplings to the standard model (SM) degrees of
115freedom that are generated via graviton exchange. These
116couplings appear in the Einstein frame after the Weyl
117transformation of the matter action and are suppressed
118by at least the ratio of the electroweak scale [which we
119take to be of the order of the Higgs vacuum expectation
120value vh ¼ 246 GeV] to the scale M. In spite of the
121absence of explicit couplings to matter fields in the
122Jordan frame, the geodesic equation still contains terms
123that can be interpreted as a scalar fifth force, reflecting
124the classical equivalence of the Einstein and Jordan
125frames. Moreover, in the small-field regime, φ=M ≪ 1
126(φ≡ hϕi), the canonically normalized Einstein-frame
127field ~φ is equal to the Jordan-frame field φ at leading
128order,

~φ ¼
Z

~φ

0
dφ

$
FðφÞ þ 3

2F
02ðφÞ

F2ðφÞ

%1
2

¼ φ

$
1þO

"
φ2

M2

#%
: ð15Þ

129130Working in the Jordan frame has the advantage that
131we can keep physical scales distinct and more clearly
132identify our approximations. It should be stressed,
133however, that strictly identical results would be
134obtained in the Einstein frame at the same level of
135approximation. The EFT treatment remains predictive
136so long as v=M < 1 and the couplings of the scalar
137sector λ, κ > v2H=M

2.
138In order to derive the one-loop effective potential, we
139make the following simplifying approximations: (i) The
140gravitational sector is treated as a classical source; i.e., we
141neglect classical and quantum gravitational perturbations.
142(ii) We assume a Minkowski space-time background with
143constant field configurations φ≡ hϕi and χ ≡ hXi when
144performing the loop integrals. As such, we neglect non-
145renormalizable operators generated by gravitational inter-
146actions, which is appropriate within the EFT description,
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One Loop Effective Potential

Assuming: gravitational 
sector is a classical source 
so neglect all gravitational  

perturbations; neglect 
gradient effects so Mink 

bgd, constant field profiles 
in loop integrals; treat 

matter as p=0 perfect fluid

Radiatively Stable	Symmetron
Start	with	a	scale	invariant	model

Minimally	couple	to	gravity	in	the	Jordan	frame

One	loop	potential

7Garbrecht,	Millington.	(2015).	CB,	Copeland,	Millington.	(2016).		[Garbrecht, Millington 2015, Burrage et al 2016]

Global minimum along χ=0
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Renormalised one loop potential for symmetron field when λ=κ

Y ¼ 1

ð1 − yÞ3

!
4½3 − yð2yþ 13Þ&

þ ð3þ yÞ½3þ yð6 − yÞ&
"
ln yþ 3

2

#$
; ð27Þ

207 and y≡ κ=λ is the ratio of the couplings. Having used
208 an auxiliary field to induce the symmetry breaking, we
209 obtain dependence on the ratio of the couplings only,
210 with the exception of an overall scaling of the one-loop
211 term. Hence, so long as κ ∼ λ, we remain always in the
212 region of validity of the one-loop approximation. In
213 addition, within the regime of validity of the EFT,
214 matter loops only contribute corrections to MPl and the
215 cosmological constant Λ. As such, this mechanism can
216 be regarded as radiatively stable in the sense that the
217 one-loop results presented here are predictive.
218 Taking κ → λ, Y ¼ 17=6, and the relevant part of the
219 renormalized one-loop effective potential simplifies to

VðφÞ ¼ 1

2
FðφÞRþ

"
λ

16π

#
2

φ4

"
ln

φ2

m2
−
17

6

#
: ð28Þ

220 The partial derivative of this potential with respect to φ is
221 given by [23]

V 0ðφÞ ¼ m2
T φþ

"
λ
8π

#
2

φ3

"
ln

φ2

m2
−
7

3

#
: ð29Þ

222 Equation (29) has five roots: we find an extremum at φ ¼ 0,
223 two minima at

φ ¼ 'vminðzÞ≡'me7=6
!

z
W0ðzÞ

$
1=2

; ð30Þ

224 where W0 is the principal branch of the Lambert W and

z≡ −e−7=3
"
8π
λ
mT

m

#
2

; ð31Þ

225 and two maxima at

φ ¼ 'vmaxðzÞ≡'me7=6
!

z
W−1ðzÞ

$
1=2

; ð32Þ

226 where W−1 is the lower real branch of the Lambert W.
227 In the limit mT → 0, we have two symmetry-breaking
228 minima at

φ ¼ 'v≡'me7=6 ð33Þ

229 and a “flat maximum” at the origin. Around the minima, the
230 potential is approximately

VðφÞjφ∼'vminðzÞ ≈
1

2
m2

minðzÞ½φ − vminðzÞ&2; ð34Þ

231where

m2
minðzÞ ¼ −2m2

T

!
1þ 1

W0ðzÞ

$
: ð35Þ

232Hence, in the cosmological vacuum today, we find
233m2

min ≈ λ2v2=32=π2, corresponding to a Compton wave-
234length

"
lComp

cm

#
≃ 10−30

λ

"
MPl

v

#
: ð36Þ

235236When mT is large, we have one minimum at φ ¼ 0, and
237the symmetry is restored. This occurs at the branch point of
238the LambertW when z ¼ −e−1. Thus, symmetry is restored
239when mT > λv=8=π or, equivalently,

ρ >
"

λ
8π

#
2

e4=3m2M2: ð37Þ

240The field ϕ acts as a symmetron, the behavior of which is
241determined radiatively.
242In order to illustrate this behavior, we define a shifted
243potential VðφÞ by integrating Eq. (29) with respect to φ
244subject to the condition Vð0Þ ¼ 0. This is shown in Fig. 1
245for the symmetry-broken and symmetry-restored phases, as
246well as at the “critical point,” where the minima and
247maxima given by Eqs. (30) and (32) merge into inflection
248points. Figure 1 also shows the form of the potential at the
249“degenerate point”

ρ ¼ 1

2

"
λ
8π

#
2

e11=6m2M2; ð38Þ

250at which there are three degenerate minima. Below the
251critical point, the presence of the potential barrier between
252local and global minima allows for density-driven first-
253order phase transitions in the low-temperature regime.

F1:1FIG. 1. Plot of the shifted one-loop potential V̄ðφÞ, normalized
F1:2to its minimum value, as a function of φ=m in the symmetry-
F1:3broken phase (dotted green) for mT → 0, at the degenerate point
F1:4(dash-dotted blue), at the critical point (dashed magenta), and in
F1:5the symmetric phase (solid red).
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207 and y≡ κ=λ is the ratio of the couplings. Having used
208 an auxiliary field to induce the symmetry breaking, we
209 obtain dependence on the ratio of the couplings only,
210 with the exception of an overall scaling of the one-loop
211 term. Hence, so long as κ ∼ λ, we remain always in the
212 region of validity of the one-loop approximation. In
213 addition, within the regime of validity of the EFT,
214 matter loops only contribute corrections to MPl and the
215 cosmological constant Λ. As such, this mechanism can
216 be regarded as radiatively stable in the sense that the
217 one-loop results presented here are predictive.
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226 where W−1 is the lower real branch of the Lambert W.
227 In the limit mT → 0, we have two symmetry-breaking
228 minima at

φ ¼ 'v≡'me7=6 ð33Þ

229 and a “flat maximum” at the origin. Around the minima, the
230 potential is approximately

VðφÞjφ∼'vminðzÞ ≈
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232Hence, in the cosmological vacuum today, we find
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min ≈ λ2v2=32=π2, corresponding to a Compton wave-
234length
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235236When mT is large, we have one minimum at φ ¼ 0, and
237the symmetry is restored. This occurs at the branch point of
238the LambertW when z ¼ −e−1. Thus, symmetry is restored
239when mT > λv=8=π or, equivalently,

ρ >
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λ
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240The field ϕ acts as a symmetron, the behavior of which is
241determined radiatively.
242In order to illustrate this behavior, we define a shifted
243potential VðφÞ by integrating Eq. (29) with respect to φ
244subject to the condition Vð0Þ ¼ 0. This is shown in Fig. 1
245for the symmetry-broken and symmetry-restored phases, as
246well as at the “critical point,” where the minima and
247maxima given by Eqs. (30) and (32) merge into inflection
248points. Figure 1 also shows the form of the potential at the
249“degenerate point”

ρ ¼ 1
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λ
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2
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250at which there are three degenerate minima. Below the
251critical point, the presence of the potential barrier between
252local and global minima allows for density-driven first-
253order phase transitions in the low-temperature regime.

F1:1FIG. 1. Plot of the shifted one-loop potential V̄ðφÞ, normalized
F1:2to its minimum value, as a function of φ=m in the symmetry-
F1:3broken phase (dotted green) for mT → 0, at the degenerate point
F1:4(dash-dotted blue), at the critical point (dashed magenta), and in
F1:5the symmetric phase (solid red).
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Radiative screening mechanism
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254 In the high-temperature regime, thermal corrections
255 dominate, and we must replace Eq. (28) by the thermal
256 effective potential. Its high-temperature expansion is [24]

VðφÞ ¼ λT2

48
φ2 −

λ3=2T
12π

!
φ2

2
þ T2

12

"
3=2

þ
!

λ
16π

"
2

φ4

!
ln
32π2T2

λm2
−
17

6

"
; ð39Þ

257 where T is the temperature. This potential exhibits a
258 first-order thermal phase transition [25] with a critical
259 temperature

Tc ≃ e11=4

4
ffiffiffi
2

p
π
λ1=2m ∼

1

4
λ1=2v: ð40Þ

260 Moreover, the ratio vc=Tc ∼ λ−1=2 > 1 for λ < 1, where vc
261 is the value of the field in the critical minimum, signifying
262 that the phase transition is strongly first order, having the
263 potential to produce relic gravitational waves [26–28].
264 An analogous calculation for the original symmetron model
265 yields a critical temperature Tc ≃

ffiffiffi
2

p
v, parametrically

266 larger than that of the present model (for small couplings).
267 In addition, the original symmetron model, having
268 vc=Tc ∼ λ1=4 < 1, can yield a strong first-order phase
269 transition only if matter loops can deliver a sufficiently
270 large cubic self-interaction.
271 Having chosen κ ¼ λ, the model has three free param-
272 eters: the coupling λ, the symmetry-breaking scale v, and
273 the coupling scale M. These parameters can be further
274 constrained. (i) Since φ ∈ ½−v; v& and assuming a SM
275 matter sector, predictivity of the EFT requires

v
MPl

<
M
MPl

; λ >
!
vH
M

"
2

: ð41Þ

276 (ii) We may parametrize the strength of the fifth force
277 relative to Newtonian gravity (for r ≫ R) by

α≡ v
M

MPl

M
: ð42Þ

278 Following Ref. [11], constraints on parametrized post-
279 Newtonian (PPN) parameters from lunar laser ranging
280 and time-delay experiments made by the Cassini spacecraft
281 then require

10−6 ≳ αffiffiffi
3

p max
!
1; 2

ffiffiffi
5

p M
MPl

"
sinh

!
X
Rs

R'

"

×
$
sechX; moutR' ≪ 1;

XcschX; moutR' ≫ X;
ð43Þ

282 where X ≡ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6Φ'

p
MPl=M, Φ' ≃ 10−6, and R' ∼ 100 kpc

283 are the gravitational potential and radius of the Milky Way,

284and Rs ∼ 10 kpc is our distance from the Galactic center.
285We note that ϕ-mediated effective interactions between the
286field X and matter fields ψ , i.e., X2ψψ , are suppressed by
287λv2=M2. (iii) In order to be in the symmetry-broken phase
288today, the cosmological density (ρ ¼ 3H2

0M
2
Pl) must be

289below the degenerate point in Eq. (38),

!
H0

MPl

"
2

<
1

6

!
λ
8π

"
2

e−1=2
!

v
MPl

"
2
!

M
MPl

"
2

: ð44Þ

290These constraints are illustrated in Fig. 2. By virtue of (i),
291the maximum Compton wavelength for which this analysis
292remains predictive is tied to the electroweak scale (or, more
293generally, the scale of new nongravitational physics).
294Saturating the constraints, we find

lComp

cm
<

100

α
; ð45Þ

295giving the generic prediction lComp ≲ 1 m for α ∼ 1. We
296remark that it would be of interest to include bare portal-
297type interactions with the SM Higgs field of the form
298gϕ2H†H=2 (see, e.g., Refs. [29–31]), as well Yukawa
299interactions with SM fermions. By tuning these bare
300couplings against those generated via graviton exchange
301(and neglected in this analysis), it may be possible to relax

F2:1FIG. 2. Constraints on the scales v and M. The upper (blue)
F2:2region, v=M > 1 [Eq. (41)], lies outside the validity of the EFT.
F2:3In the lower (green) region the fifth force is weaker than
F2:4Newtonian gravity ðα < 1Þ [cf., Eq. (42)]. The overlapping grey
F2:5regions in the top right are excluded by constraints on PPN
F2:6parameters [Eq. (43)]; dark and light grey correspond to
F2:7moutR' ≪ 1 and moutR' ≫ X, respectively. For a given value
F2:8of λ, the cosmological vacuum is in the symmetry-broken phase
F2:9today over the region of the v-M plane above the corresponding

F2:10dashed line [Eq. (44)]. The right-hand axis gives λ times the
F2:11Compton wavelength in the cosmological vacuum [Eq. (36)].
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Symmetrons & rotation curves - screening in galaxies [Burrage, EC & Millington 2017]

Radial	Acceleration	Relation

153	galaxies,	

~	2700	data	points

Extension	of	the	

baryonic	Tully-Fisher	

relation	

25
McGaugh,	Lelli,	Schombert.	2016.	See	also	Keller	and	Wadsley 2016.

Radial acceleration relation 
from 153 galaxies (also 

known as mass discrepancy 
acceleration relation) [McGaugh et al 

PRL 2016]
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Empirical fit:

75 symmetron field acquires a nonzero vev φ ≈!v ¼ !μ=
ffiffiffi
λ

p
.

76 Any local spatial variation of the symmetron field then leads
77 to an unscreened fifth force with coupling strength v=M.
78 Instead, in regions of high density, i.e. ρ=M2 > μ2, the
79 minimum of the potential lies at the origin, the symmetry is
80 restored, and φ ¼ 0. The coupling strength φ=M therefore
81 goes to zero, and the fifth force is screened.

82 III. RADIAL ACCELERATION RELATION

83 We now describe how the spatial variation of the
84 symmetron field, described in the preceding section and
85 driven by the coupling to the baryonic density of the galaxy,
86 leads to an additional acceleration consistent with the radial
87 acceleration relation reported in Ref. [8]. This analysis of
88 the SPARC data set [17] showed that the observed
89 centripetal accelerations (gobs) and those predicted from
90 the baryonic component alone (gbar) follow the empirical
91 relation

gobs ¼
gbar

1 − e−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gbar=g†

p ¼ gbar þ
gbar

e
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gbar=g†

p
− 1

; ð4Þ

92 where g† ¼ 1.20! 0.02ðrandÞ ! 0.24ðsysÞ × 10−10 ms−2.
93 Approximating the galaxies as thin disks (uniform in
94 density over some height h), the symmetron force in Eq. (3)
95 contributes a centripetal acceleration

gsymðrÞ ¼
c2

2

d
dr

"
φðrÞ
M

#
2

; ð5Þ

96 where c is the speed of light. We neglect the restorative
97 symmetron force normal to the plane of the disk, assuming
98 the symmetron field to be approximately constant over the
99 height of the disk. (By symmetry arguments, the field

100 gradients normal to the disk must vanish as we approach
101 the central plane of the disk.) The empirical correlation in
102 Eq. (4) can therefore be explained if the profile of the
103 symmetron field is such that

gsymðrÞ ¼
gbarðrÞ

e
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gbarðrÞ=g†

p
− 1

; ð6Þ

104 requiring
"
φ
M

#
2

¼
"
φ0

M

#
2

þ 2

c2

Z
r

0
dr0

gbarðr0Þ

e
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gbarðr0Þ=g†

p
− 1

; ð7Þ

105 where φ0 ≡ φð0Þ is the value of the field at the origin.
106 Assuming an exponential disk profile for the surface
107 mass density of the form

ΣðrÞ ¼ Σ0e−r=rs ; ð8Þ

108 the total mass within a radius r is given by

MbarðrÞ ¼ M0

Z
r

0

dr0

rs

r0

rs
e−r

0=rs

¼ M0

$
1 − e−r=rs

"
1þ r

rs

#%
; ð9Þ

109where M0 ¼ 2πr2sΣ0 is the total mass of the galaxy and rs
110is its scale length. Defining x≡ r=rs and

fðxÞ≡ f0
x
½1 − e−xð1þ xÞ'12;

f0 ¼
"
GM0

g†r2s

#1
2

; ð10Þ

111and using the fact that

gbar ¼
GMbarðrÞ

r2
; ð11Þ

112we see that the required field profile [Eq. (7)] becomes
"
φ
M

#
2

¼
"
φ0

M

#
2

þ 2
g†rs
c2

Z
x

0
dx0

f2ðx0Þ
efðx

0Þ − 1
; ð12Þ

113where f0 ≈ 5 for a galaxy with a mass and scale length
114comparable to the Milky Way (M0 ≈ 6 × 1011 M⊙ and
115rs ≈ 5 kpc). Figure 1 shows this profile as a function of
116r=rs, normalized to its value at 10 scale lengths (φ10). The
117integral in Eq. (12) is not bounded as x → ∞, but this is not
118a problem, since the identification in Eq. (6) need only hold
119out to a finite radius.
120In the case of extended objects, the form of the
121symmetron force [Eq. (3)] is modified. For a star of radius
122R⋆, density ρ⋆ and massM⋆, the symmetron force per unit
123mass is

~Fsym ¼ −4πg⋆ðφÞ ~∇ φ
M⋆

; ð13Þ

124where the coupling strength g⋆ðφÞ is

F1:1FIG. 1. The symmetron profile φ, required by Eq. (12) and
F1:2normalized to the value of the field at r=rs ¼ 10 (φ10) with
F1:3boundary condition φ0=M ¼ 10−3.
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96 where c is the speed of light. We neglect the restorative
97 symmetron force normal to the plane of the disk, assuming
98 the symmetron field to be approximately constant over the
99 height of the disk. (By symmetry arguments, the field

100 gradients normal to the disk must vanish as we approach
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105 where φ0 ≡ φð0Þ is the value of the field at the origin.
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108 the total mass within a radius r is given by
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109where M0 ¼ 2πr2sΣ0 is the total mass of the galaxy and rs
110is its scale length. Defining x≡ r=rs and

fðxÞ≡ f0
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½1 − e−xð1þ xÞ'12;

f0 ¼
"
GM0

g†r2s
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111and using the fact that

gbar ¼
GMbarðrÞ
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112we see that the required field profile [Eq. (7)] becomes
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113where f0 ≈ 5 for a galaxy with a mass and scale length
114comparable to the Milky Way (M0 ≈ 6 × 1011 M⊙ and
115rs ≈ 5 kpc). Figure 1 shows this profile as a function of
116r=rs, normalized to its value at 10 scale lengths (φ10). The
117integral in Eq. (12) is not bounded as x → ∞, but this is not
118a problem, since the identification in Eq. (6) need only hold
119out to a finite radius.
120In the case of extended objects, the form of the
121symmetron force [Eq. (3)] is modified. For a star of radius
122R⋆, density ρ⋆ and massM⋆, the symmetron force per unit
123mass is

~Fsym ¼ −4πg⋆ðφÞ ~∇ φ
M⋆

; ð13Þ

124where the coupling strength g⋆ðφÞ is

F1:1FIG. 1. The symmetron profile φ, required by Eq. (12) and
F1:2normalized to the value of the field at r=rs ¼ 10 (φ10) with
F1:3boundary condition φ0=M ¼ 10−3.
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Explanations include: MOND [Milgrom 2016], MOG [Moffat 2016], Emergent Gravity [Verlinde 

2016], Dissipative DM [Keller & Waldsley 2016], Superfluid DM [Hodson et al 2016], some weird 
thing called ΛCDM [Ludlow et al PRL 2017] + us + others …
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Symmetron explanation [Burrage, EC and Millington 2017]
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76 Any local spatial variation of the symmetron field then leads
77 to an unscreened fifth force with coupling strength v=M.
78 Instead, in regions of high density, i.e. ρ=M2 > μ2, the
79 minimum of the potential lies at the origin, the symmetry is
80 restored, and φ ¼ 0. The coupling strength φ=M therefore
81 goes to zero, and the fifth force is screened.

82 III. RADIAL ACCELERATION RELATION

83 We now describe how the spatial variation of the
84 symmetron field, described in the preceding section and
85 driven by the coupling to the baryonic density of the galaxy,
86 leads to an additional acceleration consistent with the radial
87 acceleration relation reported in Ref. [8]. This analysis of
88 the SPARC data set [17] showed that the observed
89 centripetal accelerations (gobs) and those predicted from
90 the baryonic component alone (gbar) follow the empirical
91 relation
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92 where g† ¼ 1.20! 0.02ðrandÞ ! 0.24ðsysÞ × 10−10 ms−2.
93 Approximating the galaxies as thin disks (uniform in
94 density over some height h), the symmetron force in Eq. (3)
95 contributes a centripetal acceleration
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96 where c is the speed of light. We neglect the restorative
97 symmetron force normal to the plane of the disk, assuming
98 the symmetron field to be approximately constant over the
99 height of the disk. (By symmetry arguments, the field

100 gradients normal to the disk must vanish as we approach
101 the central plane of the disk.) The empirical correlation in
102 Eq. (4) can therefore be explained if the profile of the
103 symmetron field is such that
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105 where φ0 ≡ φð0Þ is the value of the field at the origin.
106 Assuming an exponential disk profile for the surface
107 mass density of the form
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109where M0 ¼ 2πr2sΣ0 is the total mass of the galaxy and rs
110is its scale length. Defining x≡ r=rs and

fðxÞ≡ f0
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½1 − e−xð1þ xÞ'12;
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111and using the fact that

gbar ¼
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112we see that the required field profile [Eq. (7)] becomes
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113where f0 ≈ 5 for a galaxy with a mass and scale length
114comparable to the Milky Way (M0 ≈ 6 × 1011 M⊙ and
115rs ≈ 5 kpc). Figure 1 shows this profile as a function of
116r=rs, normalized to its value at 10 scale lengths (φ10). The
117integral in Eq. (12) is not bounded as x → ∞, but this is not
118a problem, since the identification in Eq. (6) need only hold
119out to a finite radius.
120In the case of extended objects, the form of the
121symmetron force [Eq. (3)] is modified. For a star of radius
122R⋆, density ρ⋆ and massM⋆, the symmetron force per unit
123mass is

~Fsym ¼ −4πg⋆ðφÞ ~∇ φ
M⋆

; ð13Þ

124where the coupling strength g⋆ðφÞ is

F1:1FIG. 1. The symmetron profile φ, required by Eq. (12) and
F1:2normalized to the value of the field at r=rs ¼ 10 (φ10) with
F1:3boundary condition φ0=M ¼ 10−3.
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76 Any local spatial variation of the symmetron field then leads
77 to an unscreened fifth force with coupling strength v=M.
78 Instead, in regions of high density, i.e. ρ=M2 > μ2, the
79 minimum of the potential lies at the origin, the symmetry is
80 restored, and φ ¼ 0. The coupling strength φ=M therefore
81 goes to zero, and the fifth force is screened.

82 III. RADIAL ACCELERATION RELATION

83 We now describe how the spatial variation of the
84 symmetron field, described in the preceding section and
85 driven by the coupling to the baryonic density of the galaxy,
86 leads to an additional acceleration consistent with the radial
87 acceleration relation reported in Ref. [8]. This analysis of
88 the SPARC data set [17] showed that the observed
89 centripetal accelerations (gobs) and those predicted from
90 the baryonic component alone (gbar) follow the empirical
91 relation
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92 where g† ¼ 1.20! 0.02ðrandÞ ! 0.24ðsysÞ × 10−10 ms−2.
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96 where c is the speed of light. We neglect the restorative
97 symmetron force normal to the plane of the disk, assuming
98 the symmetron field to be approximately constant over the
99 height of the disk. (By symmetry arguments, the field

100 gradients normal to the disk must vanish as we approach
101 the central plane of the disk.) The empirical correlation in
102 Eq. (4) can therefore be explained if the profile of the
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105 where φ0 ≡ φð0Þ is the value of the field at the origin.
106 Assuming an exponential disk profile for the surface
107 mass density of the form

ΣðrÞ ¼ Σ0e−r=rs ; ð8Þ
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109where M0 ¼ 2πr2sΣ0 is the total mass of the galaxy and rs
110is its scale length. Defining x≡ r=rs and

fðxÞ≡ f0
x
½1 − e−xð1þ xÞ'12;

f0 ¼
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GM0
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111and using the fact that
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113where f0 ≈ 5 for a galaxy with a mass and scale length
114comparable to the Milky Way (M0 ≈ 6 × 1011 M⊙ and
115rs ≈ 5 kpc). Figure 1 shows this profile as a function of
116r=rs, normalized to its value at 10 scale lengths (φ10). The
117integral in Eq. (12) is not bounded as x → ∞, but this is not
118a problem, since the identification in Eq. (6) need only hold
119out to a finite radius.
120In the case of extended objects, the form of the
121symmetron force [Eq. (3)] is modified. For a star of radius
122R⋆, density ρ⋆ and massM⋆, the symmetron force per unit
123mass is

~Fsym ¼ −4πg⋆ðφÞ ~∇ φ
M⋆

; ð13Þ

124where the coupling strength g⋆ðφÞ is

F1:1FIG. 1. The symmetron profile φ, required by Eq. (12) and
F1:2normalized to the value of the field at r=rs ¼ 10 (φ10) with
F1:3boundary condition φ0=M ¼ 10−3.
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76 Any local spatial variation of the symmetron field then leads
77 to an unscreened fifth force with coupling strength v=M.
78 Instead, in regions of high density, i.e. ρ=M2 > μ2, the
79 minimum of the potential lies at the origin, the symmetry is
80 restored, and φ ¼ 0. The coupling strength φ=M therefore
81 goes to zero, and the fifth force is screened.

82 III. RADIAL ACCELERATION RELATION

83 We now describe how the spatial variation of the
84 symmetron field, described in the preceding section and
85 driven by the coupling to the baryonic density of the galaxy,
86 leads to an additional acceleration consistent with the radial
87 acceleration relation reported in Ref. [8]. This analysis of
88 the SPARC data set [17] showed that the observed
89 centripetal accelerations (gobs) and those predicted from
90 the baryonic component alone (gbar) follow the empirical
91 relation
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92 where g† ¼ 1.20! 0.02ðrandÞ ! 0.24ðsysÞ × 10−10 ms−2.
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94 density over some height h), the symmetron force in Eq. (3)
95 contributes a centripetal acceleration
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96 where c is the speed of light. We neglect the restorative
97 symmetron force normal to the plane of the disk, assuming
98 the symmetron field to be approximately constant over the
99 height of the disk. (By symmetry arguments, the field

100 gradients normal to the disk must vanish as we approach
101 the central plane of the disk.) The empirical correlation in
102 Eq. (4) can therefore be explained if the profile of the
103 symmetron field is such that
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105 where φ0 ≡ φð0Þ is the value of the field at the origin.
106 Assuming an exponential disk profile for the surface
107 mass density of the form

ΣðrÞ ¼ Σ0e−r=rs ; ð8Þ
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109where M0 ¼ 2πr2sΣ0 is the total mass of the galaxy and rs
110is its scale length. Defining x≡ r=rs and

fðxÞ≡ f0
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113where f0 ≈ 5 for a galaxy with a mass and scale length
114comparable to the Milky Way (M0 ≈ 6 × 1011 M⊙ and
115rs ≈ 5 kpc). Figure 1 shows this profile as a function of
116r=rs, normalized to its value at 10 scale lengths (φ10). The
117integral in Eq. (12) is not bounded as x → ∞, but this is not
118a problem, since the identification in Eq. (6) need only hold
119out to a finite radius.
120In the case of extended objects, the form of the
121symmetron force [Eq. (3)] is modified. For a star of radius
122R⋆, density ρ⋆ and massM⋆, the symmetron force per unit
123mass is

~Fsym ¼ −4πg⋆ðφÞ ~∇ φ
M⋆

; ð13Þ

124where the coupling strength g⋆ðφÞ is

F1:1FIG. 1. The symmetron profile φ, required by Eq. (12) and
F1:2normalized to the value of the field at r=rs ¼ 10 (φ10) with
F1:3boundary condition φ0=M ¼ 10−3.
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76 Any local spatial variation of the symmetron field then leads
77 to an unscreened fifth force with coupling strength v=M.
78 Instead, in regions of high density, i.e. ρ=M2 > μ2, the
79 minimum of the potential lies at the origin, the symmetry is
80 restored, and φ ¼ 0. The coupling strength φ=M therefore
81 goes to zero, and the fifth force is screened.

82 III. RADIAL ACCELERATION RELATION

83 We now describe how the spatial variation of the
84 symmetron field, described in the preceding section and
85 driven by the coupling to the baryonic density of the galaxy,
86 leads to an additional acceleration consistent with the radial
87 acceleration relation reported in Ref. [8]. This analysis of
88 the SPARC data set [17] showed that the observed
89 centripetal accelerations (gobs) and those predicted from
90 the baryonic component alone (gbar) follow the empirical
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96 where c is the speed of light. We neglect the restorative
97 symmetron force normal to the plane of the disk, assuming
98 the symmetron field to be approximately constant over the
99 height of the disk. (By symmetry arguments, the field

100 gradients normal to the disk must vanish as we approach
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109where M0 ¼ 2πr2sΣ0 is the total mass of the galaxy and rs
110is its scale length. Defining x≡ r=rs and
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113where f0 ≈ 5 for a galaxy with a mass and scale length
114comparable to the Milky Way (M0 ≈ 6 × 1011 M⊙ and
115rs ≈ 5 kpc). Figure 1 shows this profile as a function of
116r=rs, normalized to its value at 10 scale lengths (φ10). The
117integral in Eq. (12) is not bounded as x → ∞, but this is not
118a problem, since the identification in Eq. (6) need only hold
119out to a finite radius.
120In the case of extended objects, the form of the
121symmetron force [Eq. (3)] is modified. For a star of radius
122R⋆, density ρ⋆ and massM⋆, the symmetron force per unit
123mass is

~Fsym ¼ −4πg⋆ðφÞ ~∇ φ
M⋆

; ð13Þ

124where the coupling strength g⋆ðφÞ is

F1:1FIG. 1. The symmetron profile φ, required by Eq. (12) and
F1:2normalized to the value of the field at r=rs ¼ 10 (φ10) with
F1:3boundary condition φ0=M ¼ 10−3.
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202 hμ ≪ 1), the radial equation for the symmetron field
203 around an isolated galaxy takes the form

1

r
d
dr

!
r
d
dr

φ

"
− μ2ρðrÞφþ μ2φ − λφ3 ¼ 0; ð22Þ

204 subject to the boundary conditions φ0ð0Þ ¼ 0 and
205 φðrÞjr→∞ ¼ v. Under this approximate separability, gra-
206 dients perpendicular to the disk contribute an additional
207 uncertainty on μ2ρðrÞ.
208 We solve for the symmetron profile over a finite range
209 ½rmin; rmax& using Mathematica’s NDSOLVE routine. We
210 take rmin ∼ 0 and rmax ¼ 120 rs. Assuming an exponen-
211 tially decaying density profile, the asymptotic behaviors of
212 the solution are

φðrÞ ≈

8
<

:
AI0ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ2ρð0Þ − μ2

q
rÞ; r ∼ 0;

v − BK0ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2μ2

p
rÞ; r ≫ rs;

ð23Þ

213 for μρð0Þ > μ and rsμ ≪ 1, where I0 and K0 are the zeroth-
214 order modified Bessel functions of the first and second

215kinds. The boundary conditions at rmin and rmax can
216therefore be specified independent of the unknown con-
217stants A and B as follows:

φ0ðrminÞ
φðrminÞ

¼
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ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ2ρð0Þ − μ2

q
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ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ2ρð0Þ − μ2

q
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; ð24aÞ

218
φ0ðrmaxÞ

φðrmaxÞ − v
¼ K0

0ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2μ2

p
rmaxÞ

K0ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2μ2

p
rmaxÞ

: ð24bÞ

219
220
221Figure 2 shows four examples of the rotation curves and
222symmetron profiles in good agreement with the data. These
223include one disk-dominated [Figs. 2(a), 2(e), and 2(i)], one
224bulge-dominated [Figs. 2(b), 2(f), and 2(j)], one gas-
225dominated [Figs. 2(c), 2(g), and 2(k)], and one with
226comparable bulge and disk components [Figs. 2(d), 2(h),
227and 2(l)]. The parameters of the model were taken to be
228M ¼ MPl=10 (for ρ̄0 ¼ 1 M⊙ pc−3), v=M ¼ 1=150 and
229μ ¼ 3 × 10−39 GeV. Shaded bands correspond to 50%
230variation in ρ̄0=M2. The parameters were chosen so as

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

F2:1 FIG. 2. Example rotation curves for M ¼ MPl=10 and ρ̄0 ¼ 1 M⊙ pc−3, v=M ¼ 1=150, and μ ¼ 3 × 10−39 GeV: (a) disk, (b) bulge
F2:2 and (c) gas dominated, and (d) comparable disk and bulge components. Black points: observed radial velocities and corresponding error
F2:3 bars taken from the SPARC data set [17]. Solid black: total prediction, including the symmetron component. Solid orange: symmetron
F2:4 contribution. Shaded bands indicate 50% variation in ρ̄0=M2. Solid blue: baryon-only prediction. Red dashed: disk component. Green
F2:5 dotted: gas component. Purple dot-dashed: bulge component. Figures (e)–(h) and (i)–(l) show the corresponding symmetron profiles
F2:6 over the observed data range and 10 times that range, respectively.
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211 tially decaying density profile, the asymptotic behaviors of
212 the solution are

φðrÞ ≈

8
<

:
AI0ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ2ρð0Þ − μ2

q
rÞ; r ∼ 0;

v − BK0ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2μ2

p
rÞ; r ≫ rs;

ð23Þ

213 for μρð0Þ > μ and rsμ ≪ 1, where I0 and K0 are the zeroth-
214 order modified Bessel functions of the first and second

215kinds. The boundary conditions at rmin and rmax can
216therefore be specified independent of the unknown con-
217stants A and B as follows:

φ0ðrminÞ
φðrminÞ

¼
I00ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ2ρð0Þ − μ2

q
rminÞ

I0ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ2ρð0Þ − μ2

q
rminÞ

; ð24aÞ

218
φ0ðrmaxÞ

φðrmaxÞ − v
¼ K0

0ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2μ2

p
rmaxÞ

K0ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2μ2

p
rmaxÞ

: ð24bÞ

219
220
221Figure 2 shows four examples of the rotation curves and
222symmetron profiles in good agreement with the data. These
223include one disk-dominated [Figs. 2(a), 2(e), and 2(i)], one
224bulge-dominated [Figs. 2(b), 2(f), and 2(j)], one gas-
225dominated [Figs. 2(c), 2(g), and 2(k)], and one with
226comparable bulge and disk components [Figs. 2(d), 2(h),
227and 2(l)]. The parameters of the model were taken to be
228M ¼ MPl=10 (for ρ̄0 ¼ 1 M⊙ pc−3), v=M ¼ 1=150 and
229μ ¼ 3 × 10−39 GeV. Shaded bands correspond to 50%
230variation in ρ̄0=M2. The parameters were chosen so as

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

F2:1 FIG. 2. Example rotation curves for M ¼ MPl=10 and ρ̄0 ¼ 1 M⊙ pc−3, v=M ¼ 1=150, and μ ¼ 3 × 10−39 GeV: (a) disk, (b) bulge
F2:2 and (c) gas dominated, and (d) comparable disk and bulge components. Black points: observed radial velocities and corresponding error
F2:3 bars taken from the SPARC data set [17]. Solid black: total prediction, including the symmetron component. Solid orange: symmetron
F2:4 contribution. Shaded bands indicate 50% variation in ρ̄0=M2. Solid blue: baryon-only prediction. Red dashed: disk component. Green
F2:5 dotted: gas component. Purple dot-dashed: bulge component. Figures (e)–(h) and (i)–(l) show the corresponding symmetron profiles
F2:6 over the observed data range and 10 times that range, respectively.
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231to remain in the weakly nonlinear regime, r2sμ2 ≪ 1, and
232are consistent with disk stability [see Eq. (19)] for reason-
233able values of

ffiffiffi
α

p
n≳ 10. The mass μ >

ffiffiffi
3

p
H0MPl=M

234(cf. Ref. [4]), whereH0 is the present-day Hubble constant,
235ensures that the symmetry is broken in the cosmological
236vacuum today.
237In the weakly nonlinear regime, the galaxies are
238unscreened at all radii, placing the present analysis in
239tension with Solar System constraints (see Refs. [5] and
240[22]). Observations of nearby distance indicators, i.e.
241cepheids, water masers and tip of the red giant branch
242stars, also indicate that these objects must be largely
243screened within dwarf galaxies [23]. We suggest that this
244tension may be lessened by moving to the strongly non-
245linear regime at smaller values ofM and larger values of μ.
246In this case, the fifth force will be more strongly screened at
247our radius from the Galactic center, becoming fully
248unscreened only at larger radii (where more significant
249modifications to the dynamics are required). In addition,
250local variations of the symmetron profile within the galaxy
251will be enhanced. However, in this regime, the disparity
252between the galactic scale length rs and the symmetron
253Compton wavelength leads to a highly stiff and numerically
254challenging differential system. Even so, by keeping a
255comparable ratio of μ2ρð0Þ=μ2, one might continue to
256explain the rotation curves and disk stability. This tension
257may also be lessened by invoking additional screening,
258e.g., via the Vainshtein mechanism (cf. Ref. [19]).
259The top two panels of Fig. 3 show the observed velocities
260versus the baryon-only [Fig. 3(a)] (cf. Ref. [8])
261and symmetron predictions [Fig. 3(b)] for the 153 galaxies
262[24] analyzed in Ref. [8]. The symmetron force is always
263attractive and so no acceleration parameters are predicted
264below those inferred from the baryonic component [see
265Fig. 3(c)]. In addition, the baryon-only and symmetron
266predictions converge at high accelerations, since the screen-
267ing of the fifth force is maximal towards the galactic center.
268The scatter in the symmetron predictions at low acceler-
269ations is in part due to the uncertainty on the three-
270dimensional density. However, having not binned the data,
271the contributions of individual galaxies are visible. Each
272shows a similar correlation with the baryonic predictions up
273to some systematic scaling, which may have a physical
274origin. We emphasise, however, that the present analysis
275treats each galaxy in isolation. In reality, the symmetron
276will be sensitive to the galaxy’s local environment, provid-
277ing an additional source of scatter. Moreover, variation of
278g†, e.g., with redshift [13], might be expected.

279VI. CONCLUSIONS

280We have shown that the symmetron mechanism can
281explain galactic rotation curves and the stability of galactic
282disks. This alone does not eliminate the need for dark
283matter, and some tension with local tests of gravity remains,
284but it motivates further study of the intriguing alternative to

(a)

(b)

(c)

F3:1 FIG. 3. Acceleration parameters: (a) observed total (gobs) versus
F3:2 baryon-only prediction (gbar), cf. Ref. [8]; (b) predicted total
F3:3 acceleration for the symmetron model (gtot) versus observed total
F3:4 (gobs); and (c) predicted acceleration (gtot) versus baryon-only
F3:5 prediction (gbar). The solid black lines in (a) and (c) correspond to
F3:6 the radial acceleration relation [Eq. (4)].
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Other interesting aspects [Burrage, EC and Millington 2017]

Dark matter in galaxy cluster Abell 3827 5

Table 1. Parameters of the fiducial mass model fitted by Lenstool. Quantities in square brackets are fixed. Errors on other quantities
show 68% statistical confidence limits, marginalising over uncertainty in all other parameters. Stellar mass components are modelled as
Hernquist profiles, with a mass (computed from flux in the F606W band), scale radius and ellipticity (fitted using Galfit; galaxy N4
is contaminated by a nearby star). Dark matter components are modelled as PISPs, with a 1D velocity dispersion, core and cut radii,
ellipticity and skewness. Positions are given in arcseconds relative to (R.A.: 4330.47515, Dec.: �59.945996), except galaxies’ dark matter
components, which are relative to the position of their stars. Angles are anticlockwise from East.

x [00] y [00] Mass [M�] r

sc

[00]
✏ �

✏

[�] s �

s

[�]
�x [00] �y [00] �

v

[km/s] r

core

[00] r

cut

[00]

N1 stars [�0.06] [0.04] [1.00⇥ 1011] [0.53] [0.12] [61]
dark matter �0.29+0.25

�0.14

�0.71+0.30

�0.16

149+8

�12

[0.1] [40] 0.02+0.33

�0.01

151+19

�116

0.21+0.06

�0.22

86+44

�44

N2 stars [5.07] [2.05] [2.46⇥ 1011] [0.79] [0.17] [39]
dark matter �0.23+0.30

�0.16

0.00+0.30

�0.30

182+29

�22

[0.1] [40] 0.42+0.05

�0.22

23+32

�12

0.03+0.11

�0.14
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�80

N3 stars [9.69] [3.98] [2.77⇥ 1011] [0.33] [0.05] [31]
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�0.25
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�0.29

213+8

�10

[0.1] [40] 0.49+0.01

�0.16

15+14
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�0.02+0.08

�0.11

169+7

�109

N4 stars [9.26] [�1.08] [2.08⇥ 1011] [1.37] [0.39] [127]
dark matter �1.35+0.39

�0.34
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N6 stars [18.54] [2.47] [0]
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�6.43
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�3
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4.1 Fiducial mass model

The cluster’s large-scale mass distribution is modelled as a
single PIEMD. Based on a comprehensive (but slow) initial
exploration of parameter space, its position is given by a
broad Gaussian prior with � = 200 = 3.66 kpc, centred on
the position of galaxy N2. Flat priors are imposed on its
ellipticity (✏ < 0.75), core size (r

core

< 4000) and velocity
dispersion (300 <�

v

< 1000 km/s). Its cut radius is fixed at
r
cut

= 100000, well outside the strong lensing region, i.e. away
from any multiple image constraints.

Central galaxies N1–N4 are each modelled as a stellar
component (which was not included in the fiducial model
of M15), plus a dark matter one. Following Giocoli et al.
(2012), the stellar components are modelled with Hernquist
(1990) profiles:

⇢
star

(r) =
⇢
s

(r/r
s

) (1 + r/r
s

)3
, (10)

where the scale radius r
s

is related to the half mass radius
R

e

, such that R
e

= r
s

/0.551, and the scale density ⇢
s

=
M

total

/
�
2⇡r3

s

�
. We fix the mass of the stellar component,

and its half-mass radius, using the optical magnitudes and
profiles measured by M15. These parameters are listed in
Table 1.

The four central galaxies’ dark matter components are
now modelled as PISPs. We impose flat priors on their po-
sitions, in 400 ⇥ 400 boxes centred on their luminosity peaks,
plus flat priors on their ellipticity (✏ < 0.5) and velocity
dispersion (v

disp

< 600 km/s). We fix r
cut

= 4000 = 73 kpc
(Limousin et al. 2007a).

Galaxy N6 is much fainter than the others, so we ap-
proximate its total mass distribution as a single PIEMD.
This has a fixed position and ellipticity to match the light
distribution, and only its velocity dispersion is optimised
(with a flat prior v

disp

< 500 km/s).
We optimise the free parameters using Lenstool, with

runmode=3. This runmode is used to fully explore the

N2

N3

N4

N1

Contours: total mass (white), dark matter belonging to galaxies (black)
Colours: mass in stars

Figure 3. The best fitting mass distribution in the gravitational
lens Abell 3827, integrated along our line of sight. For reference,
the background colour scale shows the modelled stellar mass den-
sity. Red spots indicate the position of the luminosity peak in
galaxies N1–N4. White isodensity contours show the total lensing
mass of the cluster. The outermost contour corresponds to a pro-
jected density of 2 ⇥ 109 M�/kpc2, and values increase towards
the centre by a factor of 21/3=1.26. Black isodensity contours iso-
late each galaxy’s dark matter component. The outermost con-
tour corresponds to a projected density of 1.26 ⇥ 109 M�/kpc2

and values increase by a factor of 22/3. The visible o↵set between
stars and dark matter in galaxies N1 and N4 are both statistically
significant; the asymmetry in the distribution of N1’s dark matter
is also significant.
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`Kink-kink’ interactions of the 
symmetron profiles, as well as the 
response of the symmetron field to 
the change in the gas distribution 

may produce an offset between the 
stellar and DM components in 

colliding systems such as observed in 
Abell 2827 

[Taylor et al 2017]

Disk Stability - known that baryonic component alone insufficient to 
stabilise disks of galaxies to barlike modes, spherical DM halo fixes that. 

Energy stored in symmetron field has similar stabilising effect. Requires 
constraint

g⋆ðφÞ ¼ ðφ − φ⋆Þ
R⋆½m⋆R⋆ − tanhðm⋆R⋆Þ%

m⋆R⋆ þmgalR⋆ tanhðm⋆R⋆Þ
: ð14Þ

125 Here, φ⋆ is the value of the symmetron field at the center of
126 the star and m⋆ðgalÞ is the mass of the symmetron inside
127 (outside) the star:

m2
⋆ðgalÞ ¼

8
>><

>>:

ρ⋆ðgalÞ
M2 − μ2; ρ⋆ðgalÞ > μ2M2;

2
!
μ2 − ρ⋆ðgalÞ

M2

"
; ρ⋆ðgalÞ < μ2M2:

ð15Þ

128 The stars respond as pointlike test masses, and Eq. (3) is
129 exactly recovered, when m⋆R⋆ ≪ 1, mgalR⋆ ≪ 1 and
130 φ⋆ → 0. This holds for the present case, where the
131 symmetron Compton wavelengths internal and external
132 to the star (l ∝ 1=m⋆ðgalÞ) are larger than the stellar radii.
133 The symmetron force will also appear in the equations of
134 hydrostatic equilibrium describing pressure-supported sys-
135 tems (cf. Ref. [18]), potentially explaining the observed
136 velocity dispersions in, e.g., elliptical galaxies. The precise
137 behavior of the additional force depends upon the particular
138 matter distribution and, in contrast to MOND, there is
139 therefore no a priori reason for the effective acceleration
140 scale (g†) to be common to rotationally and pressure-
141 supported systems. This may explain the observed devia-
142 tions of this acceleration scale (by a factor of a few). In
143 addition, the effective lensing mass may be increased by
144 including disformal couplings (see, e.g., Ref. [19]). We also
145 remark that the “kink-kink” interactions of the symmetron
146 profiles, as well as the response of the symmetron field to
147 the change in the gas distribution, may produce an offset
148 between the stellar and “dark matter” components in
149 colliding systems (see Ref. [20]), as has recently been
150 observed in Abell 3827 [21].

151 IV. DISK STABILITY

152 It is known that the baryonic component alone is
153 insufficient to stabilize the disks of galaxies to barlike
154 modes [9] and that this can be remedied by the presence of
155 spherical dark matter halos. In what follows, we will show
156 that the energy stored in the symmetron field can have a
157 similar stabilizing effect.
158 Assuming velocities given by the radial acceleration
159 relation, the total kinetic energy of the baryonic component
160 T and its potential energy due to Newtonian gravity U are
161 given by

T ≈ 4M0g†rs ðf0 ≈ 5Þ; ð16aÞ
162 U ¼ GM2

0

2rs
: ð16bÞ

163 By using its equation of motion and normalizing the
164 symmetron potential so that it has zero energy density in
165 vacuum (when φ ¼ v), we may show that the total energy
166 of the symmetron field is approximately

Eφ ≈
2πhr2sμ2v2

4

Z
∞

0
dxx

#
1 −

$
φ
v

%
4
&
; ð17Þ

167where we have integrated only over the height of the disk.
168The remaining integral scales as αn2, where α is a geo-
169metric factor and n is the number of scale lengths (rs)
170before φ ¼ v. The ratio of the baryonic kinetic energy to
171the total energy of the system is therefore given by

t ¼ T
T þ U þ Eφ

≈
#
1þ f20

8
þ αn2

16

μ2v2

ρ0g†rs

&−1
; ð18Þ

172where ρ0 ≡ Σ0=h.
173In order to ensure stability of the galactic disk, we
174therefore require t≲ 0.1376 [9], constraining

μ
GeV

≳ 2 × 10−41ffiffiffi
α

p
n

$
v

MPl

%−1
; ð19Þ

175for ρ0 ∼ 1 M⊙ pc−3, whereMPl is the reduced Planck mass.
176In the next section, we will see that the symmetron fifth
177force can provide sufficient modification of the centripetal
178acceleration to flatten galactic rotation curves, whilst at the
179same time remaining consistent with this bound.

180V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

181We turn now to a numerical analysis of the symmetron
182field profiles and resulting rotation curves for a sample of
183galaxies in the SPARC data set.
184Wereconstruct thebaryonicdensityprofile fromtheSPARC
185mass models, assuming disk and bulge mass-luminosity
186relations of ϒdis ¼ 0.5 M⊙=L⊙ and ϒbul ¼ 0.7 M⊙=L⊙,
187as in Ref. [8]:

ρðrÞ ∝ GM0
barðrÞ
r

¼ gbarðrÞ þ 2VbarðrÞV 0
barðrÞ: ð20Þ

188The radial derivatives (indicated by 0) are estimated using a
189finite difference method. The density profile is extrapolated
190beyond the data range by fitting an exponential disk profile to
191the combined disk and gas components and a de Vaucouleur
192profile to any bulge component. In order to deal with the
193galaxy-by-galaxy uncertainties in the mass-luminosity rela-
194tions and density profiles perpendicular to the disk, we make
195the coarse approximation that the average effective density to
196which the symmetron responds is constant over the SPARC
197sample, introducing the parametrization

μ2ρðrÞ≡ ρ̄0
ρ̄
ρðrÞ
M2

; ð21Þ

198where ρ̄ is the average of the baryonic density and ρ̄0 ∼
1991 M⊙ pc−3 sets the scale of the effective density.
200Working in cylindrical coordinates and assuming an
201approximately separable solution (appropriate when
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Evac = (10�3 eV)4 ⇥ maxion � 10�33 eV

ma =
�2

QCD

Fa
; Fa � decay constant

52

Axions could be useful for strong CP problem, dark matter and dark 
energy.

Strong CP problem intro axion : 

PQ axion ruled out but invisible 
axion still allowed: 109 GeV � Fa � 1012 GeV

String theory has lots of antisymmetric tensor fields in 10d, hence 
many light axion candidates. 

Can have  Fa ~ 1017-1018 GeV

Sun stability CDM constraint

Quintessential axion -- dark energy candidate [Kim & Nilles]. 

Requires Fa ~ 1018 GeV which can give:

Because axion is pseudoscalar -- mass is protected, hence avoids fifth 
force constraints 


